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LISTEN I 
(TELEPHONE TALK 

BETWEEN 

BUSINESS MACHINES) 

There's no other way to describe the 

way business machines talk over DATA· 

PHONE data sets. It's a strange language, 

but these machines understand each 

other-perfectly-even when chattering 

at 2500 words per minute, coast to coast. 

DATA·PHONE service carries their data 

in a special tone language over regular 

telephone lines at regular telephone rates. 

Think how this fast, economical way to 

transmit data could help your operations. 

To find out how you might profit from 

DATA.PHONE service, talk with one of our 

Communications Consultants. Just call 

your Bell Telephone 

Business Office and 

ask for him. 
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CALCOMP PLOTTING 
VERSATILE • ECONOMICAL • RELIABLE 
CalComp digital plotters and plotter systems are uniquely capable of continuous, round-the-clock, unattended 
production of instantly available multiple plots. • Compatible on-line with any general purpose medium
scale digital computer, and orr-line with most general purpose large-scale digital computers. • Plots automat
ically annotated in alphanumeric characters and any symbols. • No skilled personnel required. CalComp 
equipment never requires calibration, and produces plots continuously on roll-fed paper automatically main
tained in precise alignment. • CalComp plotting equipment has operated for years with no maintenance other 
than replacing the paper and filling the pen. • CalComp equipment operates on 100-125 volts 50 or 60 cycle a.c. 

ON-LINE. CalComp 560-R plotter produces plots at 12,000 line 
segments per minute 11 inches wide and up to 120 feet in 
length. Price: $3,300. 

CalComp 563 plotter produces plots at 12,000 line segments 
per minute 291/ 2 inches wide and up to 120 feet in length. 
Price: $8,000. 

CalComp 565 plotter produces plots at 18,000 line segments 
per minute 11 inches wide and up to 120 feet in length. 
Price: $4,550. 

OFF-LINE. CalComp 570 Magnetic Tape Plotting System, 
including any CalComp plotter. Price: $24,500 to $44,200 
depending upon choice of plotter and type of computer. 

PROGRAMS. We will be happy to provide information on 
CalComp programs for your computer. 

REMOTE PLOTTING. CalComp Digital Data Terminal equip
ment permits controlling any number of remotely located dig
ital plotters from a single computer or Magnetic Tape Plotting 
unit via conventional telephone company Dataphone. Price: 
CalComp 600 Transceiver $8,780. CalComp 620 Receiver $5,180. 

PAPER. CalComp 120-foot rolls of paper are available either 
plain or with preprinted arithmetic or logarithmic grids. 
Price: $5 per roll (12-inch width), $20 per roll (30-inch width). 
Quotation on preprinted special designs and catalog of stock 
design paper samples available on request. 

DEMONSTRATIONS. Demonstrations of CalComp plotting 
equipment at your installation arranged on request. 

©@©e@@® 
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC. 
8714 CLETA STREET DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA 

Send for your free subscription to DIGITAL PLOTTING NEWSLETTER 

See CalCol1tp equipment demonstrated at Munzig Intcl'1latiollal Booth No.5, I.F.I.P. Conference, Munich, Aug. 29 to St'pt. 1. 
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SOUNDCRAFT TYPE LWD HEAVY DUTY/HIGH DENSITY 
Longer life, flawless performance! These are the advantages of Soundcraft LWD heavy duty/high density tape-the most 

advanced computer tape available today! In specific tests, Soundcraft new LWD achieved more than 20,000 passes 

across recording heads with absolutely no sign of breakdown. Heretofore, 15,000 passes had been considered maximum 

for a heavy duty magnetic recording tape. Soundcraft combines a unique binder system with 

Mylar* base,/producing superior adhesion and cohesion. Result: a heavy duty tape with blemish

free oxide coating, superior surface characteristics and a pulse packing capability that exceeds 

the requirements of all existing computer systems. Furthermore, Soundcraft LWD more closely 

approaches the ideal hysteresis curve than any competitive computer tape. Its im-

proved square BH characteristic makes the computer system less susceptible to 

non-repetitive errors. For an LWD "confidence -level" test in your system, write: 

R·165 
Main Office; Great Pasture Road, Danbury, Connecticut· New York. 10 [alt ~2nd St 
Chicago: 28 L Jackson Blvd .• los Angeles. 342 N. lJUrcJ • lurunto. 700 Welton Hd 
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Economic Considerations in the Use 
of Electronic Computers 

William A. Gill 
Managmnent Research and hnprovmnent Branch 

Executive Office of the President 
Bureau of the Budget 
Washington 25, D. C. 

(Based on a Talk to a Meeting of the American Management Association, New York, June 29, 1962) 

Computcr economics is, as it should be, a much
discussed subject these days. It can be a controversial 
subject, too. In the Federal Government we are in 
the position of being able to look back upon a broad 
base of economic experience in computer utilization. 
\l\Te believe our findings are most interesting and we 
welcome the opportunity to share them. I may give a 
broader than usual meaning to the word "economics" 
since in my personal judgment sound economics 
equates with sound management; thus, if the manage
ment of our computer resources is less than sound, it 
is to that extent uneconomical. 

The Federal Government was the first organization 
to use both special-purpose and commercially
produced computers and today is the biggest single 
user. Our utilization of commercially-available com
puters began back in ]95] when the very first UNIVAC 
was installed at the Bureau o[ the Census. As of today 
there are more than a thousand computer configura
tions at work in the Federal Government in science, 
engineering, and administrative management, and in 
the business management of our operating programs. 
Many others are used in military-tactical operations 
and classified work. Our annual outlay for operating 
our computer equipment is estimated at over $3 
billion. A sizable number of our computer-based 
systems have been in operation now for several years, 
although quite a few are relatively new. 

The economic guidelines the Government now uses, 
described here, are general guidelines applied to the 
total Federal Government program o[ computer utili
zation. Thcre can and will be cases where certain of 
these guidelines, no matter how stable or logical, may 
not be feasible to apply. And in view of the rapid 
developments in the computer field, we can be sure 
that some of today's economic guidelines will need 
modification tomorrow. 

The Case for Utilization 
One of the lessons we have learned well in the 

Government is that the use of computer equipment 
becomes truly justifiable only under certain circum
stances. At this point in time, we have been able to 
idclltify three situations in which computer utilization 
SCCIlIS justified. 

First. is the situation in which greater speed in 
proccssillg data is both a wish and a necessity. I stress 
thc word "hoth" hecause although the desire for in
creased proccssing speed is a perfcctly natural one, the 
necessity for compressing time and distance is not 
always apparent, except in the minds of those who 
desire it. 

G 

The second situation in which the use of computer 
equipment appears justifiable is one in which the 
complexities of data processing cannot be simplified, 
to the extent that simplification is truly required, 
without electronic assistance. Every system has its 
complexities. Many complexities can be simplified 
without the use of any form of automation. A great 
deal in the way of simplifying complex systems has 
been accomplished by the use of what might be called 
mechanical or electro-mechanical devices, such as 
adding or bookkeeping machines, the electric type
writer, and punched-card equipment. The electronic 
computer is a most effective means for simplifying the 
complexities of systems, but other means, which have 
been available to us [or many years, also can cffectively 
be used. 

The th£rd situation in which an electronic computer 
can frequently be justified is when the investment in 
computer equipment is substantially offset by the 
monetary or qualitative values we place on the bene
ficial results of its use. This is such a broad generaliza
tion that I need to reduce it to more specific terms by 
explaining the kinds o[ beneficial results I have in 
mind. 

First, there is that kind of result which multiplies 
management effectiveness by improving the capabili
ties of executives to perform their managerial tasks. 
Executives generally are not informed as adequately 
as they should be. lYI uch of the information they gel 
is out of date when they get it. Some of the informa
tion they get is dangerous to use because of its in
accuracy. A great deal of the information the execu
tive should 'have he doesn't get at all. Consider also 
the fact that the average executive gets much more 
information than he has time to use and some informa
tion he doesn't know how to use. So, when other 
means fail and we can employ the use of man's 
ingenuity and the computer to increase substantially 
the effectiveness of our executives at all levels, we 
have a sound justification for computer utilization. 

A second example of beneficial results is the ac
complishment of a higher degree of efficiency in our 
data processing systems and thus improving our 
effectiveness in using our resources of men, money, 
and materiel. This is another generalization, of 
course. In the Federal Government, we find organiza
tions which with sound systems engineering are ac
complishing as much as two hundred per cent of the 
volume of work that was handled before the installa
tion of a computer, but are performing the increased 
volume with the same or a smaller number of people 
than they employed before. 
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A third type of beneficial result is the improvement 
of the quality, the timeliness, and thus the usefulness 
of the products and services provided by our data 
processing systems. With the help of a computer we 
can produce, for management's use, information that 
is up-to-the-minute and far more useful in other ways 
than was true under former systems. The result is that 
managers are now in a position of taking timely action 
on an informed basis in more situations than was 
ever before possible. This is one of the real plus 
values in using computers. I should point out, how
ever, that this doesn't just happen; it isn't available 
off the shelf. It takes the ingenuity and resourceful
ness of people, along with the capabilities of a com
puter, to bring it about. 

And finally, one more beneficial result-one that 
has not so far been as evident as we would like, but 
one that seems destined to be by all odds the greatest 
payoff of all. This is the potential of the computer for 
introducing into our data systems the kinds of sophisti
cation that heretofore were either out of reach or 
had not entered man's mind. lVIany people, in and 
for the Government, are researching for ways and 
means to capitalize on the seemingly unlimited possi
bili ties for results of this kind. 

This in capsule form is the case for utilization. 

The Case for Economic Feasibility 
Assuming we have a situation in which we are 

justified in acquiring a computer, I want now to 
present a case for economic feasibility in its use. We 
find that there are seven conditions which ideally 
speaking should prevail if we are to use computers 
economically. While I refer to these as "conditions", 
I could just as well spea k of the III as necessary ele
ments in creating a proper econolllic environment for 
insuring a fair return on our computer investments. 

The first condition is this: There should be a well
policed policy requiring that the functions or processes 
involved in the system to ,be automated should first 
be examined or re-examined and be established as 
indispensable to the accomplishment of the mission 
of the organization. The mere fact that something is 
being done or has always been done is not in itself a 
case for continuing to do it. One looks a bit 
ridiculous when, for example, he produces on a 
computer, in minutes, an end product that used to 
take weeks or months to produce, only to find the 
product could be dispensed with. But this happens. 
And it happens frequently, as you must know. When 
it does, the blame lies not so much with the people 
who man the computers as it does with management 
itself and with the systems engineers who were re
sponsible in the first instance for considering the 
automation of a process, the value of which was 
suspect from the beginning. In the Federal Govern
ment, there is now a prevailing policy which provides 
that every function, process, or program that is 
considered by an agency to be a computer application 
shall be firmly established beforehand as having a 
·distinct and useful place in the operations of that 
agency. 

The second condition: Systems must be efficiently 
engineered. In designing systems that will involve 
the use of a computer we simply cannot settle for less 
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than the best competence in systems engineering. 
As a matter of fact, in every case of ineffective com
puter utilization I have reviewed, the major con
tributing cause (and at times the only cause) was 
inefficient systems engineering. 

\'Vhat constitutes efficient engineering of a computer
based system? By "system," I do not mean computer 
hardware, but the functions, procedures, processes, 
amI routines that the hardware is to he instructed to 
perform. 

There are several basic principles which in my 
judgment apply. The first is that systems should be 
designed to process data at greater speed unly in those 
situations where speed is truly essential and worth 
the price. When you use a computer to track a missile 
or to guide a satellite in orbit, speed is of the essence. 
In the name of science or security, we pay premium 
prices for speed. And we must. However, when with 
a computer we produce a document for a manager 
on the first Monday of a calendar quarter even though 
we didn't previously produce it until the third or 
fourth lVIonday, is this speed-up feasible? Is it worth 
the price? An answer to questions such as these isn't 
always in the affirmative. We have our share of people 
who can't seem to resist the fantastic speed of a com
puter. Substantial outlays of funds have been made 
to achieve speed for the sake of speed alone. Luckily 
for the taxpayer, these unjustified speed-ups are being 
minimized in the Government. This is another way 
of saying that our systems engineers are getting 
smarter. Certainly, speed is an important factor in a 
majority of our systems and at times is so important 
that the payment of a premium for speed is justified. 

A second principle in computer systems engineering 
is that there should be a distinct and useful purpose 
for each of the products of the system. It is part of 
the job of the systems engineer to insure that the 
system shall produce only those end products that are 
usable and used by the people whom the system is 
designed to serve. This principle brings into sharp 
focus the concept of management by exception. We 
find that the cOlllputer opens the door to an even 
greater adherellce to this concept. 

A third j))'illcij)/(: which should be observed in 
systems engineering, if we are to use computers with 
the greatest wisdom, is that ordinarily it is not 
profitable to involve the computer solely or primarily 
with relatively simple housekeeping tasks such as 
payroll, financial accounting, personnel transactions, 
and general statistics. Don't misunderstand me. 
Housekeeping tasks make desirable computer applica
tions. However, the use of the computer in the sub
stantive and the usually more complex operations of 
an organization should also he cOllsidered. Usually 
they are harder and more COlllplcx. They llIay take 
morc t illlt'. But wc call lllon~ quirkly producc a 
favorablc rcturll on 0111' (,OllqHltcr illvcstlllCIlt. if wc 
also COllcClltrate 0111' systclll ellgillecrillg efforts in 
thosc areas of suhstall t i vc operations which represent 
a substantial potclltial payoff. 

A fourth principle in systems engineering is that 
we employ data processing cycles that are consistent 
with realistic management controls. For example, we 
have in the Government, particularly in the military 
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departments, some very sizable and complex inventory 
control systems. There are inventory control points 
at each of which as many as several hundred thousand 
line items of supply are controlled centrally, with the 
help of computers, on a world-wide basis. This is an 
essential control in a vast system of this kind, but it 
raises questions about such things as, for example, 
how often those inventory records should be updated. 
With today's modern equipment it is entirely possible 
to update an inventory or a portion of an inventory 
on a daily basis. It is possible, of course, to update 
-it less frequently, such as weekly or monthly. But 
what is the optimum frequency? This kind of deci
sion should not be based solely or primarily upon 
equipment capabilities. The fundamental question 
is whether or not it is realistic to pay the extra price 
for daily updating when weekly, hi-weekly, or monthly 
updating of inventory records is sufficient for manage
ment purposes. The system can and should be engi
neered to be consistent with decisions of this kind; 
not primarily upon what the hardware can do. 

The fifth principle in efficient engineering of com
puter systems is that the systems engineer must be able 
to foresee and to take or recommend actions concern
ing the potential impact of the new system. Experi
ence shows that this impact is both substantial and 
varied. It will not take care of itself. Computer im
pact can be foreseen and measures can be taken to 
cope with it. The systems engineer may not be the 
person who will take the necessary measures. How
ever, as the designer of the system, he should be able 
to point out what types of impact are to be anticipated 
and to suggest measures to deal with each. One kind 
of impact is organizational. \,ye have seen in the 
Federal Govern1llent many examples of how the 
organizational structures of agencies have changed in 
substantial degree due to changes in systems because 
computers are used. Another type of impact of the 
computer is that it displaces people, sometimes in 
large numbers. By displacements I mean the shifts 
that become necessary among jobs and people; shifts 
that involve retraining, early retirement, transfers, 
perhaps a few promotions, and maybe some layoffs. 
Another type of impact involves shifts in traditional 
staffing requirements. Frequently, for example, low
graded clerks are being supplanted with higher-graded 
technicians. There are certainly training implications 
-training not only of the people who are going to 
operate the system, or operate the equipment that is 
used in connection with the system; also, the training 
of managers and employees to accommodate the 
innovations that the new system will bring about. 
There are changes in an agency's relationships with 
its clientele. There are potential shifts in policy, in 
regulations, and at times even laws must be modified. 
\IVe find that a computer system often will pose certain 
peculiar or additional communications problems. 
Almost invariably, when a manual or mechanical 
system is re-engineered to be operated with a com
puter, a usual result is a vast job of converting masses 
of data on hand or in process to some different form 
in order that it can be accepted by the computer as 
input. 

These are some of the types of impact that the 
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systems man can foresee. If he does not, or if he does 
foresee these things and takes no steps toward coping 
with them, his systems engineering is less than efficient. 

A sixth principle to be observed by a systems engi
neer is that his work in systems planning should take 
into consideration the added possibilities available 
to us today for integrating data systems of variolls 
types. In the Federal Government, we have already 
accomplished a sizable amount of systems integration. 
\,yhat used to be a series of closely-related systems, 
today in some instances has become a single system. 
Take for example our administrative systems-by this 
term I mean such systems as accounting, payroll, 
personnel records and statistics, and workload sta
tistics. We are making some headway in combining 
these closely-interrelated systems into a single system. 
The results have been a sizable payoff in terms of 
tangible savings and a notable payoff in terms of 
improvement of the information furnished to manage
ment. 

The seventh and final systems engineering principle 
is that it is to be expected of the systems engineer that 
he test adequately in advance the feasibility of major 
systems changes. We are often tempted to make a 
change in a system simply because it can be made. 
\,ye need to pause and consider whether the change 
is feasi,ble from every standpoint. The fact that we 
can make it is not in itself ample justification. Let 
me give you an example of what I mean. Under a 
manual or mechanical system of the past we may 
have audited completely only a small portion-say 
ten per cent-of certain vouchers, and made only a 
superficial audit or no audit at all of the remainder. 
Now, with today's computer equipment, it becomes 
relatively easy to audit all vouchers. But suppose we 
did? \,yhat about the follow-up actions required 
when the discrepancies revealed are increased tenfold? 
\,yill we have to put on extra staff to process the 
increased number of discrepancies? Is this eco
nomically feasible? If we got along for many years on 
the basis of a ten per cent sample, why increase the 
size of the sample? This is just one example of the 
various types of feasibili ty tests which any competen t 
systems engineer will find worthwhile to make before 
recommending major systems changes. 

I have spent a good deal of time on the efficiency 
of our systems engineering work, the second of the 
seven conditions I want to identify. This emphasis 
is deserved because the electronic computer can ac
commodate either an efficiently designed system or a 
poorly designed system. It is a "fast moron," ready 
to do whatever man wants it to do. 

This brings me to the third condition leading to 
economic feasibility, which is this: Systems engineer
ing work should be performed with a degree of compe
tence that makes possible the design of systems 
specifications of the depth and quality that eliminate 
guesswork in computer selection. This audience is 
well-aware of the fact that there is a wide range in 
the capacities and capabilities of computers. To get 
a computer of projJer capacity and computational 
capability, we need to spell out the requirements and 
objectives of the system in great detail. No other 
practicable method for selecting computers has as 
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• will someon~ design and build a computer system that 
schedules and controls its own operations so completely 
that operator intervention is the exception rather than 
the rule? 

• will a computer manufacturer design a system so that 
hardware and software-including operating system, 
programing languages and compilers-are completely 
integrated? 

• will a computer eliminate the traditional concept of an 
"order code" but include in its circuitry and software the 
facility to solve problems stated in algorithmic and 
common business oriented language? 

• will a computer be able to change its information proc
essing language so that it can easily and rapidly assimi
late new terms defined by the user? 

• in other words, will you be able to order a computer 
which meets the specifications set forth by prominent 
computer experts as their conception of a "next genera
tion" computer? 
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When? Now. The manufacturer? Burroughs Corpora
tion. The computer? The new Burroughs B 5000 
Information Processing System-a development as 
revolutionary as was the introduction of the very 
first computer. 
This totally new computer concept has a Master 
Control Program that handles, all by itself, assign
ment of input/output units, file identification, job 
scheduling, machine interrupt conditions and multi
processing of several programs at the same time. 
This Master Control Program, along with the B 5000's 
ALGOL and COBOL Compilers, all other software 
and all hardware were conceived and designed as one 
integrated entity by Burroughs Corporation. 
The B 5000 brings an end to unnecessary intermediate 
operations which have heretofore interfered with the 
use of problem-oriented languages. It has replaced the 
traditional "order code" with Polish-prefix logical 
notation as its machine language. This, in combina
tion with a "stack" or "first in, last out" information 
holding structure, enormously facilitates use of these 
languages. 
One final "when": When will you investigate the 
advantages of the B 5000 for your company? Just call 
our nearby office. Or ask for detailed information by 
writing to us at Detroit 32, Michigan. 

Burroughs-TM 

Burroughs Corporation 
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yet been found. Recently the Director of the Bureau 
of the Budget, at the direction of the President, estab
lished the policy that decisions on the selection and 
subsequent acquisition of computer equipment must 
be based upon adequate systems specifications. This 
puts a high premium on the specifications themselves 
and an equally high premium upon the systems 
analysis and design work performed by systems engi
neers. When systems analysis and systems design are 
performed competently, the ground work has been 
laid for the development of meaningful systems 
specifications. 'Vithout these non-hardware-oriented 
specifications which spell out what we want the system 
to accomplish, we can only resort to guesswork in 
selecting the computer we need to assist us in 
accomplishing system objectives. 

A fourth condition which should exist if we are to 
use compute'rs economically is that after determining 
the type, the size, the capacity, and the competency of 
the computer we need, we then follow the practice of 
considering the several different methods by which 
computers can be acquired and select the method 
which is in the best interest of the Government. 
There are several methods of acquiring computers; I 
shall not belabor the lease versus purchase issue. 
Factually speaking, I should tell you that in the 
policies issued some months ago to the departments 
and agencies of the Federal Government, the Bureau 
of the Budget pointed out the several methods of 
acquisition and established criteria and guidelines for 
the agencies to use in considering each of those 
methods. Our policy guidelines are so designed that 
we anticipate that a substantial proportion of our 
computer equipment will from now on be purchased. 
vVe developed these policies only after long delibera
tion. We found that in the average computer acquisi
tion transaction there is a point in time when (1) the 
one-time expenditures for purchase, plus accrued 
maintenance, and (2) cumulative rental payments, 
will equal each other. 'Ve call this a cost advantage 
point. With some configurations of equipment, this 
advantage point is reached in three years or less. In 
other cases it may occur in eight or more years. In 
instances where the cost advantage point is reached 
in six years or less, if a reasonable judgment has been 
reached that the equipment will continue to meet 
agency requirements, and if there are no major modifi
cations of the system imminent, a set of conditions 
exists which would warrant purchasing the equip
ment. 

The fift" condition is this: Every agency should 
operate under policies which insure that the contem
plated period of productive use of the computer equip
ment will start upon acceptance and normally will 
be expected to last at least three years. On the ques
tion of prompt start, in today's environment we see 
only one cause for accepting computer equipment 
before the user is ready to put it to productive use; 
namely, inadequate systems planning. vVe were 
tolerant of this a few years back, but not now. As to 
the period of use, there can, of course, be the excep
tional situation in which it is the lesser of evils to use 
a computer briefly, probably as a stepping-stone to 
another computer, the specifications for which can 
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best be developed after a period of experimentation. 
However, these exceptional situations should be 
tolerated only rarely. We waited a long time for 
computers. They are plentiful now. When we are 
truly ready for one, or an additional one, or a 
different one, it will be ready for us. The three-year 
standard is not official, but I am prepared to argue 
that it is reasonable. The substantial amount of 
money an organization invests in a computer, in its 
operation, and in getting ready for its delivery, is in 
the aggregate so large in comparison with previous 
equipment costs that unless an organization can 
justify using a computer for a period of three or more 
years, there is room for doubt as to whether it should 
acquire its own computer at all. 

The sixth condition to meet in assuring the eco
nomic feasibility of using computers is that possibilities 
for sharing unused computer time have been fully 
explored. We have found this to be a very fruitful 
area of exploration in the Federal Government. 
Experience has shown us that the practice of sharing 
unused computer time is logical, is economically feasi
ble, and is really not complex or troublesome as some 
have thought. The Federal Government accomplishes 
a great deal of sharing and we are busily at work 
finding ways and means for doing much more. We 
are tending toward regional area sharing. We can do 
this both within and between Federal agencies. 

Now I come to the seventh condition which should 
prevail if the use of computers is to be economically 
feasible: namely, that we have provided to those 
who need it the orientation and training that is basic 
to effective computer utilization. The computer is 
still a relatively new tool. It has unfortunately been 
characterized as a mysterious device, beyond the under
standing of the layman. I believe we have proved the 
fallacy of this in the GovernmelH. It is unquestionably 
true, of course, that complete technical mastery of 
computer hardware is hard to come by. But all of us 
need not be electronic wizards. To express educational 
needs in quantitative terms, for every hardware tech
nician to be trained, there are thousands of others 
who need some lesser degree of orientation in the 
capabilities and limitations of computers. 

In the Federal Government, it has long been recog
nized that the most fundamental problem in the utili
zation of today's modern data processing hardware is 
the educational problem. People are inherently 
honest and will not intentionally make mistakes in 
the use of computers if they know what mistakes can 
be made. People want to know how and how not to 
use computers. To meet this need, we have sponsored 
or conducted or financed the formal orientation and 
training of tens of thousands of Government officials 
and employees. In addition, there are today in the 
Government more than fifty thousand persons who 
are directly associated with the operation of com
puters, all of whom are receiving invaluable on-the-job 
training and experience. 

These are the conditions which should exist (or 
should be created) if our use of computers is to be 
classed as being economically feasible. But I still have 
not stated the whole case for economic feasibility. In 
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Shortcut to a sum. The discoverer: Karl Friedrich Gauss, age six. Call it Cognitive 
Reorganization, Insight, Ach·phenomenon. It's that click that snaps ten separatenum
bers into five pairs, each totaling eleven. The flash that pulls the parts into a whole. 
The new direction that yields more elegant methods of solution. 

Advances at Litton Systems are being made by engineers with impulses to ignore 
ceilings and break barriers. If you are impelled to turn your flashes into facts, act 
now. Send your resume to Mr. Don B. Krause, Manager Professional and Scientific 
Staffing. You may expect prompt attention. 

rn LITTON SYSTEMS, INC. 
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS DIVISION 
5500 CANOGA AVENUE, WOODLAND HILLS, CALIF. 
Guidance Systoms • Control Systems • Computers. Computer Components 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 



connection with the conditions I have been describing 
there are a few additional considerations which need 
to be identified. 

The first consideration is that while rental costs of 
equipment are quite useful for comparison purposes, 
they can be misleading when used for other purposes. 
Rental costs usually range from one-fourth to one
third of the total annual operating costs of computers. 
For example, a computer that rents for $100,000 a 
year would cost $300,000 to $400,000 a year to operate 
when all direct costs are considered. In our computa
tions, direct costs include (1) rental charges, (2) the 
salaries of the personnel directly involved with the 
operation of the equipment, (3) supplies, and (4) serv
ice contracts. Direct costs do not include the costs of 
get-ready operations, i.e., the one-time costs involved 
in systems engineering, initial programming, site 
preparation, training, parallel operations, and the like. 
Another fact that we have discovered is that one-time 
(get-ready) costs usually are equal to at least one year's 
operating costs and sometimes as much as two years' 
operating costs. Therefore, when all costs are taken 
into account, it can readily be seen that a system that 
rents for $100,000 annually will by the end of the first 
year have accounted for operating expenditures of 
$600,000 to $1,200,000. 

A second consideration which has a bearing on the 
economics of computer systems has to do with the 
source that you tap to obtain the systems engineering 
services needed. There are those who contend that 
the systems engineers who' perform most successfully 
are those who are on the payroll of the agency rather 
than on loan or under contract. In terms of long
range planning, especially in business management 
uses of computers, this is conceptually sound when 
the organization is large enough to support its own 
permanent staff of systems engineers. But considering 
the complexities of a large proportion of our systems, 
plus the fact that the kinds of expert knowledge 
needed in computer systems design may be in short 
supply in some organizations, an outside firm having 
the expert knowledge required might on occasion be 
needed either to provide the systems engineering or 
to coach on-board personnel in 'how to design systems 
and how to develop systems specifications. 

A third consideration which can have a bearing on 
the economics of computer systems is the perennial 
question of centralization versus decentralization. 
The newJhol'n tendency to centralize operations, be
cause a computer makes it easy to do so, is under
standahle and can be quite logical; much of it is 
going 011. But this not always is the appropriate 
answer. Sometimes a mix of centralization and de
centralization is desirahle. In a case like the social 
security program of the Federal Government, for 
example, the maintenance of the records of persons 
entitled to social security annuities eventually is 
completely centralized in Baltimore. However, the 
monthly payment of social security benefits to an
nuitants who have retired is decentralized to regional 
offices throughout the country. This, at least for the 
present, appears to be a far more practicable arrange
ment than to centralize all social security functions 
In one location. Another point to bring out in con-
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nection with this question of centralization is that 
centralized processing of data with prompt feedback 
to the field need not prohibit stages or phases of data 
processing at the field level. An example of this is in 
the centralized inventory controls in the military 
departments which do not unduly restrict inventory 
managers at the supply station or at intermediate 
levels of command. 

A fourth consideration worthy of note is communi
cations. It has become quite evident that communi
cation with and between computers is sometimes as 
important as the computers themselves. This factor, 
of course, relates to the previous one concerning 
centralization since we have found that partial rather 
than total centralization sometimes becomes more 
meaningful when we perform a substantial portion of 
data processing operations at the field points where 
data ordinarily are generated and where the results 
of data processing are most useful. But this becomes 
possible in some cases only because a means for the 
high-speed transmission of information between the 
centralized and decentralized offices is provided. 

The next (fifth) consideration is eq~ipment obso
lescence. You may be surprised to learn that obso
lescence of hardware is deemed to be a relatively 
unimportant consideration in the Federal Govern
ment. The experts say that no computer has ever 
worn out. Some have been turned out to pasture. 
Some have been cannibalized. Some are donated for 
use as training devices in university laboratories. But 
many of the first computers ever built are still 
functioning. 

There are several types of obsolescence. There is 
what we call functional obsolescence, that is, a func
tion has changed, or equipment needs were incorrectly 
estimated, to the extent that the computer on hand 
cannot any longer perform ,the function effectively. 
There is technical obsolescence, that is, the competence 
of the computer in terms of capacity, speed, or compu. 
tational capability is short of the needs for a particular 
application. There is economic obsolescence; in other 
words, a newer or different computer model of the 
same or later generation will do the same or more 
work for less money. The reason why we can and do 
classify obsolescence as something less than a predom
inant factor in selecting computer equipment is that 
in the Federal Government there are so many current 
users and an equal or greater number of prospective 
users. Shifts of equipment become possible. 

A sixth consideration is compatibility-compati
bility of equipment and of techniques for its use. This 
admittedly need not be a major consideration in the 
thinking of a one-computer organization. But in the 
Federal Government, where one department may have 
two hundred computer configurations which include 
forty different main frame models produced by twenty 
different manufacturers, we have had our share of 
compatibility problems. Our incompatibility bill un
doubtedly has been tremendous. However, by a unity 
of effort within the Government, by virtue of the 
efforts of the American Standards Association, and 
with some cooperation from equipment manufacturers, 
progress in minimizing the incompatibility problem 

(Please turn to Page 16) 
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New NCR rod 

switches computers 

in billionths 

of a second 

The essential action that takes place in man's 
most complicated machine, the computer, is 
a simple one. 

An electric current turns on ••. and off •.. 
that's all. 

But in solving a typical problem, the com
puter performs this switching operation mil
lions and billions of times. That's why 
computer technicians speak of millionths of 
a second when they discuss switching speeds . 

Under the ever pressing need for greater 
speed and capacity they are now coming to 
talk in terms of nano-seconds-literally bil· 
lionths of a second. 

The NCR thin film rod memory clement 
you see here can switch in billionths of a 
second - an unprecedented speed - many 
times faster than core memories in existing 
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computers. 
Developed in NCR's Research and Devel

opment division, it is going to work in new 
computers - increasing capacity, reliability 
and flexibility ... shrinking size and multiply
ing speed. Since this amazing rod operates 
efficiently over a wide range of tempera
tures, it will find use in applicalions other 
than business computers. 

The rod, a cylindrical magnetic thin film 
component, is an EXCLUSIVE with NCR ... 
another reason why we say-

Look to NCR for research that is dedi· 
cated to providing the finest in total sys. 
terns . .. from original entry to final report 
- through accounting machines, cash reg· 
isters, adding machines and electronic data 
processing. 

New sign of The National Cash Register Company, 
Dayton 9, Ohio-1,133 offices in 120 countries-

78 years of helping business save money 
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Computer Simulation of a National Economy 
Leon Jacobson 

,Harvard University and 
Cambridge, Mass. 

It is unusual today to find someone who is at a loss 
for words on the subject of spurring on the United 
States economy. Questions such as "Should there be 
an across-the-board tax cut?", "A lowering of security 
purchase margins?", "Greater tax incentives for buy
ing capital goods?", "A change in the tariff policy?", 
"Reduced foreign aid?", "Increased defense spend
ing?" are heard frequently. Both the pros and the 
cons of each answer are defended stoutly by economic 
experts and others. In fact, the divergence among 
economists, to whom citizens might hope to turn for 
guidance, often causes one to recall the Elizabethan 
merchants with their prized, custom-built, pocket 
watches, who prompted Alexander Pope to remark: 

"Men's opinions are like their watches; 
None go just alike, yet each believes his own." 

A main shortcoming in the hodgepodge of opinion 
is a well-defined, accurate model of the workings of 
the United States economy which would allow officials 
to predict reliably the results of decisions on economic 
policy. 

Fifteen years ago the idea of an analytic model of a 
large national economy would have seemed absurd. 
It was then "eviden t" that there were just too many 
variables, too many interrelationships involved, for 
any usable solutions to he developed. However, with 
the advent of the automatic computer, a tool has been 
developed which offers the power to provide a simula
tion of a national economy sufficiently accurate to 
determine economic policy. This report will discuss 
some of the initial work in this important possible 
application of computers. 

Early Economic Simulations 
The initial simulations in the economic field 

were microeconomic simulations, that is, simulations 
of the individual firm, or of a limited economic sector. 
These included work on the shoe leather and hide 
industries, the copper market, an electrical parts firm, 
and a young growth company. Today, however, simu
lations are being conducted on a macroeconomic scale, 
on the scale of a national economy. At Stanford, Alan 
Manne is performing work on the Mexican economy. 
In New York, a group of mathematicians, economists, 
psychologists, and political scientists have formed the 
Simulmatics Corporation. This firm simulated by 
mea IlS of a model of t he electorate the 1960 presi
dential campaign; at present it is conducting simula
tion studies of Latin America economies. And while 
at the Center for International Studies at Mass. Inst. 
of Technology, Edward P. Holland (now with the 
Simulmatics Corporation) conducted a pioneering 
macroeconomic simulation study on the economy of 
India.1 

Simulation means the development of a mathemati
cal model of a physical system in which the inter
relationships of the mathematical variables in the 
model accurately follow the interactions of the physi-
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cal variables in the system. When this condition is 
fulfilled, then one can theoretically observe the entire 
life history of the physical process under an almost 
unlimited number of initial conditions. For example, 
with a reliable model of the U. S. economy, one might 
determine the economic effects of a 10% across-the
board tax cut during the next year, or the next five or 
ten years, and this could be observed in only a few 
hours running on a large computer. 

Difficulties of Model Building 
Simulation of the entire economic life of a nation 

however, is a complex and subtle process. The eco
nomic relationships are uncertain; motivations are 
hazy; rational behavior interacts with the irrational; 
the governmental sector competes with the private; 
etc. Nor is this situation any simpler in the under
developed countries of the world. The poor nations 
have not reached the point of self-sustaining growth. 
They face no problems of overabundance. They often 
have a per capita income less than one-fourth of that 
in the U. S. Population pressure is already severe, and 
increasing. :Most of the population ekes out a sub
sistence living on the farm. Those few who can save, 
spend their money on non-productive consumer goods. 
If industry does exist, it tends to be precariously 
cen tered around some export product. It is vulnerable 
to fluctuating exchange rates, and the winds of chang
ing global demand. More discouraging still, economic 
growth seems bounded by a vicious circle in which a 
low inducement to invest results from a small buying
power-which results from a small real income
which results from the low productivity of capital
which results from the small amount of capital used in 
industry-which results from a low inducement to 
invest-and so on. 

How can a computer-based simulation permit 
understanding of so complex a situation? In order to 
find this out, we will look at the study by E. P. Hol
land more closely. 

Principles Behind Model Established 
The first task facing Holland's group was unrelated 

to computers. This was the obligation to formulate 
an underlying theory for the study. After all, what 
Holland hoped to do was to express the policies by 
which an underdeveloped nation could reach the 
"take-off point" for economic growth. This necessarily 
meant that he could not characterize economic de
velopment as social or psychological in nature, as 
many observers do. Nor could he accept the hope 
that somehow the principle of laissez-faire would mold 
economic development beneficently and resolutely. 
Rather, Holland had to accept the proposition that 
certain programs and policies have an effect on eco
nomic growth. The task was to discover what these 
programs and policies were in view of the various 
determinants of, and obstacles to, economic develop
ment. 
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This point led Holland to a technical study, one 
whose complexity required the use of a digital com
puter. For, having admitted that planned economic 
policies have measurable consequences, Holland had 
to distinguish between the immediate and the long
range effects. He had to determine the broad effect of 
any policy on economic growth. He needed to trans
cend the short-term or myopic approach. He needed 
a model which would include all the relevant economic 
sectors, a model which could handle interactions and 
time delays, irreversibilities and non-linearities. He 
needed a dynamic model to study the development of 
a growing economy. 

Requirements of the Dynamic Model 
Once the need for a dynamic study became recog

nized, Holland decided that he could not ignore many 
aspects of growth, or assume the autonomy of certain 
sectors. He faced the fact that because he was dealing 
with economic relationships in which the magnitude 
of a variable depends on the magnitude of many other 
variables, he could not turn his simulation into a 
simple syllogism in which a given relation R leads 
to a definite conclusion C. A study of an entire 
economy would involve feedback loops that could 
not be handled simply because of the time delays 
and non-linearities. Yet he could not use mathemati
cal techniques applicable to conditions which end 
in economic equilibrium. Holland, therefore, sought 
a new, dynamic simulation approach to fit his study. 

Previous Modcls Examined 
Holland first examined the dynamic models previ

ously devised to explain the business cycle to see if 
they were relevant to the 'Problems of economic 
growth. The existing models were not usable, he 
decided, for they neglected crucial factors such as 
foreign commerce, or failed to make adequate dis
tinctions among various kinds of goods. But the older 
models did serve as a theoretical basis for Holland's 
work. 

Holland's first inclination was to adopt the tech
niques of automatic control system design. However, 
the engineer usually tries to make his system linear, 
with the result that engineering techniques are often 
inapplicable to the non-linear economic variables. 
Limited aspects of the engineering approach were 
useful, however, such as the block-diagramming of 
feedback relationships. But, Holland's group found 
that pencil-and-paper mathematical solutions did not 
have the sophistication needed to describe the eco
nomic system. The alternative then became clear: 
Holland could try to analyze an economic model on 
an automatic computer. 

Holland had available to him the results of vari
ous analog simulations. These included the 1957 
study by A. w. Phillips:! and other studies on business 
cycles and inventory fluctuations. On the basis of these 
studies, Holland attempted a simulation using a gen
eral-purpose analog computer. This computer was 
initially used to simulate dynamics of missile flight, 
and it could handle such non-linearities as multiplica
tion of variables, square roots, and time delays. Using 
this equipment, Holland interconnected various units 
to correspond to the model and the disturbances to 
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which the model would be subjected. The parameters 
for both the policies and the disturbances were set at 
appropriate values, the system was activated, and the 
run continued until sufficient time elapsed, or until 
some variable exceeded its limits. The resultant time
graphs, recorded from voltage signals, gave such in
formation as imports, exports, sector prices, and na
tional income over time. Each run took Holland 
less than a minute, after which he could analyze the 
results, decide on necessary parameter changes, and 
then make another run. 

The overall results of the analog simulations can 
be briefly stated: they failed. Holland could not get 
the results needed with the semi abandoned analog 
equipment he had at his disposal; so he turned to the 
well-equipped digital computer facility at M.I.T. for 
help. 

Uscs Dynamo Compiler 
Of course, not all was clear going as soon as Holland 

decided on digital computers. Dynamic simulations 
on the digital computer require computation after 
computation for a series of finite time periods. At 
each point, variables must be computed from other 
variables. The running program for the model in
volved 3,750 machine instructions. This made check
ing difficult. Fortunately, Holland was able to use 
"DYNAlVIO," a special generating program developed 
at M.LT. This compiler permitted the programming 
of the dynamic economic models as mathematical 
equations. This meant that Holland was able to place 
the 426 equations of his economic model directly on 
punched cards for introduction into the computer. 
This made checking much easier, and also avoided the 
long set-up operations involved in using the analog 
computer. 

Choice of Indian Economy 
The model that Holland used was simulated on 

the IBlVI 704 at lVLI.T.'s Computation Center. At 
first, Holland planned to use arbitrary parameters, 
but this notion was rejected for the more practical 
one of selecting numbers which are relevant to an 
actual nation. Because the Center for International 
Studies at lVLI.T. had done work on India's economy, 
Holland's group chose to simulate that economy. 
They proceeded to sift through the masses of statistics 
to get consistent economic parameters. No claims 
were made for the absolute accuracy of the statistics. 
All Holland asserted was that the problems repre
sented would be close to those facing India. 

In order to refine the model used in the simulation 
study, Holland distinguished between economic sec
tors on the basis of their production functions, and 
the different uses of their prodllcts; For example, 
Holland assumed that one could lise a single descrip
tion for the COIISlllllpt ion habits of t he entire popula
tion. The resllit was an econol1lic model consisting of 
sectors, relationshi ps, and con trois. The sectors in
cluded the agricultural, the export, the power-using, 
etc. The interactions included short-run supply 
curves, a fixed demand for' food, and other demand 
and supply relationships. The controls included 
profit-seeking in certain sectors, and government rq~u
lation in others. 



Eight runs in total were made on the computer. 
Varying time histories of Gross National Product at 
real prices, GNP at current prices, consumers' price 
index, investment, production of various sectors, im
ports, exports, and balance of payments were all 
included. Holland states that, on the basis of these 
eight runs, he was able to graph a sample history of 
India for a twenty-year period. He could gage the 
effects of various policies on the exchange rates, on 
the balance of payments, on the rate of inflation, on 
GNP, on per capita income, and on gross real invest
ment in various sectors. 

Some of his conclusions were startling. The com
puter runs showed, for example, that certain varia
tions would make the balance-of-payments problem 
insoluble. Similarly, in certain circumstances, public 
overhead capital could be excessive. However, Hol
land has minimized the policy value of this study. 
He asserts that his was a theoretical analysis, rather 
than one intended to supply policy makers with the 
facts on which to base decisions. 

Despite Holland's reserve, this pioneering study is 
a source of optimism for many observers. The de
fenders of computer-based simulation 'hold that digital 
techniques will supply an accurate, long-range view 

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
(Continued from Page 12) 

has been made. More progress is on the horizon. And, 
as many of the companies know, efforts in the direction 
of standardization of both hardware and software are 
opening the door wider and wider to increased possi
bilities for the Government to accept from private 
industrial firms magnetic tape, paper tape, or punched 
cards in lieu of tons of hard copy reports. This should 
offer economic advantages to you and to us. 

I cannot avoid mentioning equipment vulnerability 
as another consideration. In industry as well as in 
Government we have reached or are approaching the 
point where our ability to continue the performance 
of our missions rests largely upon the uninterrupted 
operation of computers. It takes more than just 
people to keep those machines going. What happens, 
for example, when power failure, fire, flood, sabotage, 
or interruptions in communications networks occur? 
What do we do until the machines are again opera
tional? Go back to manual processing? That is 
possible, of course, in time-but not always prac
ticahle. Use a similar or identical computer operated 
hy some other organization? Perhaps, but this works 
we]] only if both computers have intentionally been 
acquired and programmed with this in mind. 

The answer to the vulnerability problem seems to 
lie both in preventive measures and in standby meas
ures that have been well-planned and adequately re
hearsed. In the Government we have published fire 
prevention standards for computers and other elec
tronic gear; for computer systems on which we depend 
for our security, well-protected standby equipment 
usually is in place; duplicate tape libraries when 
necessary are maintained in least-vulnerable deposi
tories; and a task force currently is developing guide
lines for addi tional measures needed to protect the 
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of the effects of an economic policy. They maintain 
that many five-year plans neglect beneficial policies 
which require more than five years to reach fruition. 
In addition, some computer specialists hold that the 
increased accuracy of computer-based simulation tech
niques will mean a greater role for the expert in 
economic planning and a diminished role for the 
ideologue. They foresee a time when computer
equipped international agencies will indicate the best 
policies for international economic development. Ulti
mately, they foresee the removal of economic growth 
from the arena of political conflict. 

There is no confirmation at present that these 
predictions will be realized. Computer-based simula
tion of national economies is still an embryonic art, 
one which will require, as Holland himself points out, 
a good deal more of empirical research, data gathering, 
and theoretical advances. Yet this art offers the hope 
of being a significant factor in promoting a world less 
torn 'by economic discontent and hardship. 

1 Holland, E. P., B. Tencer, and R. W. Gillespie, "A Model for 
Simulating Dynamic Problems of Economic Development," Center for 
International Studies report Cj60-l0, Massachusetts Institute of Tech· 
nology, Cambridge, Mass., July, 1960. 

2 Phillips, A. W., "Stabilization Policy in a Closed Economy," The 
Economic Journal, June, 1954; and "Stabilization Policy and the Time· 
Form of Lagged Responses," The Economic Journal, June, 1957. 

computer equipment upon which our continued 
operational existence is so dependent. 

The final consideration is as important as any of 
the points so far made. In a way, it might be thought 
of as a summation of previous remarks. Simply stated, 
it is this: a hardware-oriented approach to data 
processing is just about the most dangerous approach 
one can employ. ,tV e can speak from experience. 
Being caretakers and spenders of tax dollars, we in the 
Federal Government dare not take unnecessary risks 
in hardware selection. Moreover, we don't have to. 
Our approach is systems-oriented, not hardware
oriented. Our Government-wide policies on computer 
utilization make it quite clear first) that no system, 
function, or process in the Government shall be con
sidered for automation on a computer unless it has 
been established or re-established as being essential; 
second) that any system, or major subsystem, or 
combinations of systems being considered for auto
mation on computers will be subjected to critical 
analysis in depth and then be engineered in a fashion 
that insures optimum efficiency and operational ef
fectiveness; then third) and not before, consideration 
of the selection of specific hardware becomes timely. 
From this point on, as was true from the beginning, 
we still maintain the systems-oriented approach but we 
open the door, as we must, to hardware influences. 
Actually, since a computer is simply a means to an 
end, there is nothing at all new in what I refer to as 
a systems-oriented approach. Under this approach 
you may not make hardware selection decisions as 
soon as you would if you used the hardware-oriented 
approach. But you can be sure that you will get the 
computer you really need if in fact you need one at all. 

Obviously, we prefer it that way. And the substan
tial returns we are now getting on our computer 
investments make us think we will keep it that way. 
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HANDWRITTEN NUMERALS 

RECOGNIZED BY NEW IBM SCANNER 

An experimental machine that can recog
nize handwritten numbers in a variety of 
styles and convert them automatically into 
computer code was recently demonstrated by 
International Business Machines Corp., at 
Tufts University, Medford, Mass. The front 
cover picture shows the experimental elec
tronic reader of numerals. 

The reader recognizes numbers handwritten 
in a variety of styles, sizes and positions. 
E. C. Greanias of IBM's Advanced Systems De
velopment Division is shown here writing num
erals on a card for entry into the reader. 
An oscilloscope at the left displays the ma
chine's identification of the previous card's 
numbers. By giving an input system the abil
ity to recognize handwritten figures equal to 
the perceptive powers of the person who per
forms this recognition today, future machines 
will reduce the cost of processing the large 
quantities of handwritten numerical informa
tion generated in business and government. 

The reader is being evaluated in tests 
conducted jointly at Tufts University by the 
Advanced Systems Development Division of IBM 
and the university's Institute for Psycholog
ical Research. The reader has demonstrated 
its versatility with the varied handwriting 
of students, housewives, sales clerks and 
other subjects. Evaluation is still under
way. IBM has announced no plans to market 
this experimental model commercially. 

The development of this device is moti
vated by the need to eliminate a great amount 
of ' the costly clerical time presently used to 
prepare information for input to a computer. 
For the last fifteen years, the principal 
means of entering information into a computer 
has been the manual depression of a key on a 
punching device. This punches a hole in a 
card which can be translated into electrical 
impulses, or into polarized spots on a mag
netic tape. Transforming source information 
into computer language is one of the slowest 
steps in data processing today. During the 
past several years, large efforts have been 
made to speed this step. 

Optical Scanning 

One of the first efforts in this direc
tion was the developm'ent of equipment for 
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optical recognition of characters. Although 
patents were issued for character sensing de
vices as early as 192U, machines for commer
cial application of this technology were not 
developed until the mid-1950's. Then optical 
scanners for fixed printed characters were 
announced by the Farrington Manufacturing Co. 
and several other American firms. 

In optical scanning, the characters are 
viewed by a photo-sensitive device that re
acts to light reflected from the character. 
It converts these light signals into eler.tri
cal impulses that correspond to black and 
white portions of the character. Although 
many laboratories have been working in the 
field, only a moderate number of optical 
readers are in practical operation today. 

Magnetic Character Recognition 

Also in the 1950's, magnetic methods of 
character sensing were developed at the Stan
ford Research Institute, General Electric Co. 
and elsewhere, largely in response to the 
needs of the banking industry. In magnetic 
character sensing, a pickup head responds to 
the magnetic field that is associated with 
the magnetic properties of the ink used to 
print the characters. An advantage of this 
method is that magnetic fields are able to 
penetrate thin layers of dirt or ink over
printing. 

Optical and magnetic character sensing 
are designed for special applications and re
quire that information on source documents be 
mechanically printed in characters of fixed 
fonts and in some cases, special shapes. The 
"readable" symbols in these methods do not 
include handwritten letters or numerals. 

"Reading" Hand-Recorded Symbols 

In att~mpts to develop new data entry 
mech2nisms a challenging problem has been 
that posed by handwritten symbols. A great 
deal of information is recorded in this form. 
But because of the great variety of indivi
dual styles, it has been extremely difficult 
to accommodate data processinH equipmellt to 
information in handwritten form. 
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Mark Sensing 

A start was made during the 1930's with 
the development of the principle of electri
cal mark sensing. A method was developed for 
reading graphite pencil marks on documents by 
detecting the conductivity of the graphite. 
This principle has been used in card machines 
and test scoring machines for applications in 
market surveys, public opinion polls, inven
tories, utility meter-reading, school census 
reports, production control and grading of 
examinations. 

Constrained Handwriting Numeral Reader 

Another step towards this goal was taken 
with development of an experimental con~ 
strained handwriting numeral reader. A model 
of this reader built by J. L. Masterson of 
IBM's Advanced Systems Development Division 
scanned a double character image with a ro
tating mechanical disk. Among the constraints 
on handwriting imposed by this method were 
that the numerals must be written within guide 
boxes on standard punch cards and must not 
touch guide dots positioned ill the boxes. 

An evaluation of experiments with this 
numeral reader indicates that subjects con
formed easily to these constraints and the 
machine had a low rate of errors. One hund
red college students, after 30 minutes of in
struction, wrote 56,616 numerals, of which 
only 120 were unreadable or misread. 

Handwriting Reader in Tufts' Experiments 

Recently E. C. Greanias of IBM began de
velopment of a reading technique that would 
impose minimal restraints on people writing 
information for machine processing. ~t hopes 
to allow tolerance of various common shapes 
and maximum tolerance of character position
ing on documents. The latter factor is im
portant for machines designed to handle both 
printed and handwritten information on the 
same document. 

In developing this experimental reader, 
Mr. Greanias made use of a basic principle 
formulated by Dr. Walter Sprick of the IBM 
Research Laboratory in Germany. It was a 
means of generating voltage wave forms anal
ogous to the outline of a character, whi~h 
can then be analyzed to determine the charac
ter's identity. 

Constraints on Handwriting 

Other than that groups of numerals be 
written within a box on ordinary IBM cards, 
the constraints imposed by the experimental 
reader are that writers must avoid: embell-
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ishments .such as curlicues and "tails"; ex
cessive slanting; large breaks or holes in 
the lines that compose the numeral; writing 
too small or too large beyond a reasonable 
range following more than 3-to-l tolerance; 
and running numerals together. If erasures 
are made with reasonable care, these do not 
affect machine performance. 

Components of System 

The experimental reader system, labelled 
the MARK I, consists of the scanning and rec
ognition unit; a buffer; and a 514 Reproduc
ing Punch. The buffer stores numerals re
ceived from the scanning and recognition unit 
until 25 numerals are received, then feeds 
these to the 514, which reads out each batch 
of 25 numerals and punches out this data by 
code on ordinary IBM cards that become the 
output of the system. The present reading 

The numerals shown illustrate some of 
the variations people make when writing 
numerals with respect to style, size, 
thickness 'and position on the paper. All 
of these variations can be read by the 
experimental electronic readero At its 
present level of development, the experi
mental reader has recognized 9805% of 
these handwritten numerals written by 
subjects in the experiments conducted 
at Tufts University. 
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speed of the MARK I is 300 characters per 
minute when the handwritten input numerals 
are reasonably spaced. 

Recognition Method of the Line Follower 

The recognition scheme employs serial 
scanning with a high resolution flying spot 
scanner to determine the essential contours 
of the patterns. These contours are identi
fied by generating and analyzing voltage wave
forms that correspond to the character shape. 
Recognition criteria are defined in terms of 
simple descriptive components that clearly 
state the allowable shapes for each characteL 
Simple means are provided to accommodate large 
variations in character registration and size. 
Other features make it possible to accommodate 
a variety of character stroke qualities, rang
ing from thin hard lead pencil lines to fuzzy 
lines made with fountain pens on poor paper. 

Computer analysis and simulation programs 
were written to provide statistical summaries 
of the contours that occurred in a limited 
number of sample characters. These s~mples 
were collected under uncontrolled writing 
conditions and were scanned and recorded with 
an experimental scanner. Each contour of the 
sample character was identified in terms of 
its shape, duration and relative position 
within the character. The statistical sum
maries were used to design logical criteria 
for the recognition of each character type. 
The recognition criteria that appeared most 
promising in the simulation studies were built 
into the experimental reader with a relatively 
small number of conventional circuits. These 
design characteristics provide good simultan
eous tolerance for registration, size, orien
tation and shape of numerals. 

Test Results 

Approximately 150 subjects have partici
pated in evaluation tests at Tufts. Using a 
regular lead pencil, and allowed to make era
sures, they have written more than 100,000 
numbers on IBM cards in a variety of ways 
copying random numbers, adding columns of 
figures, writing from a sitting, standing 
position, etc. 

Purpose of the current series of experi
ments is to determine how well the experimen-
tal reader performs when people have been 
trained to write "correctly", and how much 
tolerance for variations in character shapes 
should be provided in the next version of 
logic for the machine. The logic (circuitry) 
of the experimental handwriting reader was 
developed on the basis of a sample of 3,000 
numbers handwritten by a group of 30 people 
with no constraints placed on their style. 

To date 98.5% of the handwritten numer
als have been read correctly. The majority 
of the numerals that were not read correctly 
were written by only 10% of the subjects. Of 
the numerals written by the other 90% of the 
subjects, the reader correctly identified 99%, 
rejecting 1% as "unreadable" and mistaking 
.OT/o for the wrong numerals. 

IBM feels that the next step will be to 
develop a logic providing the best possible 
match between the machine reading capability 
and the handwriting of the much larger sample 
(approximately 200) subjects participating in 
the present experiments, who have received an 
average of 15 minutes instruction on such 
things as avoiding excessive flourishes and 
gross distortions in their writing. 

-- The display on the oscilloscope shows the number that has been presented to the logic circuits 
of the experimental reader for recognition. A card bearing 67845 has been placed in the experi
mental reader. The reader's logic guides the scanning beam on a moving circular path around the 
written characters to detect the line edges and extract the information required for recognition. 
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AUTOMATIC FABRICATION 
OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 

USING DOT PARTS 

James R. Goodykoontz, Member of the Technical Staff 
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc. 

Redondo Beach, California 

The electronics industry has played a 
leading role in the automation of other in
dustries, and electronic computers today are 
widely used in various types of automatic fab
rication. Yet, the electronics industry it
self, except for the fabrication of component 
parts, is still essentially unautomated. In
evitably, this situation will change -- per
haps in the next few years, certainly within 
the decade. 

The automatic production of electronic 
circuits will be greatly increased with the 
use of electronic parts in the dot or pellet 
configuration. These parts are meeting in
creasing acceptance in a number of develop
ment laboratories. Dot parts are cylindrical 
in shape with diameters from 0.05 inch to 0.25 
inch having a uniform thickness of 0.03 inch. 
They are particularly suited for. semi-automatic 
or fully automatic assembly. 

Early Automation Efforts 

Attempts have been made in the past to 
devise machines for automatic assembly of 
electronic equipment. The more successful 
machines are designed to install electronic 
parts with axial leads onto printed circuit 
boards by bending the part leads and inserting 
them into holes. Electrical connections are 
then made to the printed circuit board by dip 
soldering. 

To conserve space, construction using 
flat printed circuits is being superseded by 
the "cordwood technique" in which electronic 
parts with axial leads are "log-piled" verti
cally between two wafers. Attempts have been 
made to automate this process also. A promis
ing machine for assembling cordwood modules 
was developed by Hughes Aircraft several years 
ago, but a production version of the machine 
was never built. Today cordwood modules are 
assembled by hand with electrical connections 
made by dip soldering or welding. 
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The chief problem encountered when using 
these machines has been that of handling com
ponents with various sizes and shapes, and 
leads of various diameters, materials, and 
conditions of straightness. The parts tend 
to jam in magazines and in the transporting 
mechanisms, particularly if the leads are not 
straight. Machines for straightening leads 
are therefore required. The operation of 
bending leads is difficult also since the 
leads are of different diameters and of diff
erent materials, some soft, some springy. 
The ability to solder leads has been another 
variable which has been difficult to control 
and which severely affects the dip soldering 
operation. In the welded cordwood technique 
this problem has been by-passed at the ex
pense of adding much hand labor to the pro
cess and introducing, in turn, variables in 
the welding of leads. 

Dot Parts 

The use of dot electronic parts avoids 
the mechanical problems encountered in hand
ling parts with axial leads. The dot part is 
designed with automation in mind; it presents 
a promising possibility for automation. The 
geometry of the part and the termination ma
terial is rigidly controlled; there are no 
wire leads to cause difficulty. 

The extremely small size of the dot part 
plus its uniform thickness of 3/100 of an inch 
makes it ideal for microminiaturization. 

Fabrication of a microminiature module 
with dot parts is relatively simple. First, 
round holes are punched or drilled into a 
substrate material such as epoxy-glass. The 
dot parts are then bonded into the holes with 
epoxy cement. Using an alternate technique, 
the parts are mounted between two plates and 
a plastic material is poured around them. 
The resulting product, using either technique, 
is a card-shaped module 0.03 inch thick and 
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possibly several inches on each side. All 
components are mounted within the substrate l 
with all terminations exposed and flush with 
the substrate surface. Electrical connections 
are made by applying conductive adhesive2 to 
both sides of the substrate. A silkscreening 
or stenciling process enables many conne~tions 
to be made in one operati}n. Figure 1 shows a 
typical dot circuit, a digital delay line mod
ule measuring 3 x 5 by 0.03 inches and con
taining some 300 electronic parts. 
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Figure 1. A Typical Dot Circuit 

The advantages of the small size of dot 
p3rts are realized only after their installa
t ion ina c ire u i 1.. P rio r to fl S s emb 1 y, the 
small size is a disadvantage. Identification 
of the parts is a problem s.ince even color 
coding is impractical. Handling by the user, 
and by the supplier as well, is quite diffi-

Module geometry is discussed in paper en
titled "MieroeJectronic Connections lt

, Pro
eeedjngs of 3rd International Electronic 
Circ:u.it Pac:kaging Symposium, August 1962. 

2 Conrluetivc adhesives are discussed in 
paper entitled "Evaluation of Conductive 
Arl.hes i ves", EI ec t ro-Techno.! o~lY •. 1ll II ua ry 
1962. 
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cult. Parts simply cannot be handled readily 
by hand nor even by normal-size machinery. 
This problem involves not only installing the 
part at the production line, but also all 
h3ndling of it from the time the part is made, 
through inspection, packing, shipping, re
ceiving, unpacking, testing, transfer into 
stores, transfer out of stores, and so on. 

Standardized IJandling ~lethorl.s 

l:Iandli ng problems may however b2 so 1 ved 
by mounting each dot part in a 2.5 by 1.25 
inch card (Figure 2). These cards provide 
means for handling and identifying the part 
all the way from time of manufactur2 until 
final installation in an electronic circuit 

PElLET CERAMIC CAPACITOR 
PART NUMBER 6928-CP. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., INC. 
UWWMI'OLlS, INDIANA 

.050" DOT RESISTOR 

d ~~ .... _ohms ± /<:J_ % 

.iL.PyA MIC~;OLEC1RON, INC--

r~ rl ~50 ~YK{bJt HiGH······· " 
~~s~s~~~c~~~~·Qilf,\ST~i:·Iti~:~:::.. 1 

1547 18th STREET 
SANTA MONICA, CALIF. 

CERADOT RESISTOR 

CTS CORPORATION 
ELKHART • INDIANA 

Figure 2. Dot Parts in Standard Cards 

and permit positive control of parts. In ad
dition, the cards facilitate quality control 
inspection, spare parts inventory, and many 
other aspects of the use of components. 

Several thousand dot parts will fit into 
the palm of the hand. It is not difficul t to 
visualize several thousand components being 
dropped on the floor and, if they are, it is 
unlikely that all of them could be found. 
The cards prevent such accidents and offer, 
as weJI, a menns of record keeping. Serial 
and lot numbers, inspectors' stamps, and sim
ilar information may be recorded directly on 
the cards. Besides providing a simple means 
for identification and handling, the card 
also provides considerable protection for the 
part. 

As soon as the parts are mounted on 
standardized cards, many possibilities for 
automat.ie and semiautomatic production be
come evident. 

With the US(! ot' cards, stillidilrd maua
zines (Fiuur(! :D an! possibL(! r(~~l'Hdl(!ss of 
the component diameter, which is a variable. 
The magazine is a simple solenoid-operated 
device which can be incorporated as a standard 
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item in many different automation arrangements. 
The standar~jzation of method lowers the cost 
of automation mach.inery and thus hastens the 
day when such machinery can be economically 
jus L i .f i ed . 

Figure 3. Dot Magazine 

With the card magazine as a basic element, 
numerous automatic or semiautomatic systems of 
fabrication can be devised. The relative ease 
of controlling the cards makes possible con
siderable flexibility in design of these 
systems. 

Semiautomatic Dot Assembly 

In the design of assembly devices, either 
automatic or manual, the elimination of errors 
is a major objective. A semiautomatic dot 
assembly system has been devised (Figure 5) 
widell (!UminaLes un important class of errors 
by removing the burden of deciding from the 
operator. In addition, this system makes the 
assembly task easier and more rapid. 

The system is programmed by means of a 
tape of plastic impregnated paper or fabric. 
This tape (Figure 4) is divided into frames, 
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MAGAZINE PROGRAM HOLES.-----==----" ___ ---r 

COMPONENT MOUNTING CARD OUTLINES ._-

Figure 4. Program Tape 

one for each dot part. Each frame has an in
dexing hole at the side and a row of program 
holes to control the magazine. In addition, 
each frame outlines the position of the com
ponent mounting card and shows a hole at the 
component part position. 

At a typical assembly station (Figure 
5) the programming tape moves across the 
workbench. The substrate, on a small carry
ing tray, is mounted in a recess in the.work
bench so tha t the program tape passes dIrect-
ly over the surface of the substrate. 

The cycle of operations to install one 
dot part is as follows: 

a. The operator presses an advance 
button. 

b. A motor drives the tape to the next 
frame, automatically stopping at the 
correct position by sensing the in
dexing hole. 

c. A magazine program reader device 
reads the magazine program holes in 
the top of the frame and generates 
a signal. 

d. The signal actuates one of the sole
noid-operated magazines which drops 
the selected component part card 
onto a constantly moving belt. The 
belt delivers the part to the opera
tor. 

e. The operator places the card within 
the component part mounting card 
outline and, by means of a small 
tool, pushes the part into the 
substrate. 

f. The empty card is discarded and the 
operator presses the advance button, 
causing the program tape to advance 
to the next frame. 

When all component parts are installed, 
the tray holding the substrate passes to the 
next station for bonding of the parts into 
the substrate and application of the conduc
tive-adhesive circuitry. 
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SOLENOID OPERATED MAGAZINES 

O~ 0 0000 MAGAZINE PROGRAM READER 

POWER 
SIGNALS 

TO 
SOLENOIDS 

SUBSTRATE 

If the substrate-with-holes or "swiss 
cheese" technique is used, the bonding is ac
complished by filling the space between the 
parts and walls of the holes with an epoxy ad
hesive. Ideally this should he a batch pro
cess in which many such bonds are made at once. 
To prevent a residue of epoxy on the terminals, 
it is advisable to mask the terminals with a 
material which readily dissolves in a solvent. 
This masking may best be done before mounting 
the parts in the magazines. All residue can 
be removed from the terminals, after cure of 
the bonding material, by dissolving and wash
ing away the masking material. If the masking 
material is colored, its complete removal is 
apparent by visual inspection. 

If the molding technique is used, a 
"swiss cheese" tool or template is used in 
lieu of the substrate. The template is need
ed to transfer the parts to a mold and posi
tion them for the molding operation. 

When bonding and molding operations are 
complete, the circuit connections are made by 
silkscreening a conductive adhesive pattern 
onto the substrate and part terminals. This 
also is a batch process with hundreds of con
nections made in one or two operations. 

Automatic Dot Assembly 

With the addition of only a few machine 
elements, the semiautomatic assembly system 
can be made fully automatic. The semiautomat
ic system utilizes manual dexterity to accom
plish actual insertion of dot parts into the 
substrate or template. The dot parts can be 
inserted automatically if desired by adding 
an X-Y coordinate positioning table, driven 
by punched cards or magnetic tape, the re
quired number of solenoid-operated mechanical 
gates, and a solenoid-driven punch. 
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Figure 5. Assembly Station 

The substrate may be mounted on an in
clined table which is automatically positioned 
along X and Y coordinates with respect to a 
chute, which is fixed. Punched cards or mag
netic tape command the table to assume the 
correct position and actuate the solenoid
operated gates. 

A card containing a dot part, previously 
dispensed from its magazine, is released by 
gate No. 1 and is carried to the assembly 
table by the moving belt and chute. When the 
card is in position over the substrate, the 
punch drives the dot part into position in 
the substrate. To accomodate tolerances, the 
table should oscillate 0.005 inch in a multi
directional pattern. When the punch senses 
that the component is in place, the discard 
gate lifts and the empty card slides free. 

The table then repositions itself and 
gate No. 2 lifts so that the next scheduled 
card is placed in a position of readiness at 
gate No.1. This feature eliminates delay 
in transporting the dot part card from the 
magazine to the chute. 

This automatic assembly system should 
be able to install one dot part every 2 to 4 
seconds without error. This represents from 
8,000 to 16,000 parts in a normal working day. 

Other machinery, of course, can be de
vised to handle and install the dot parts • 
If a more-completely automatic assembly is 
desired, the cards can be notched so that 
the identity and magazine address can be es
tablished at the time the part is received. 
Thus, magazines can ue filled automatically 
from storeroom stock. Stock inventory and 
purchasing, similarly, can ue handled auto
ma tically. 

Further, incoming inspection and test
ing machines may be devised. Reject parts 

(Please turn to bottom of page 24) 
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~~ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK" 

NEWS of Computers and Data Processors 

New Firms, Divisions, 

and Mergers 

IBM TO ESTABLISH RESEARCH LABORATORY IN JAPAN 

International Business Machines Corpora
tion of New York will establish a small basic 
research laboratory in Japan. which will be 
operated as a branch of the recently organ
ized subsidiary, IBM Research Laboratory, 
Inc. 

The aims of the laboratory will be to 
advance basic research in specialized areas, 
and to establish and maintain contact with 
the scientific community in Japan and the 
Far East. 

INFORMATION FOR INDJSTRY, INC. 
ACQUIRES INFORMATION RETRIEVAL CORP. 

Information for Industry, Inc., of Wash
ington, D.C., specialists in information pro
cessing, has acquired full ownership of In
formation Retrieval Corp., Washington, D.C •• 
which will now be operated as a wholly-owned 
IFI subsidiary. 

The subsidiary has developed, and will 
market this fall, an electronic Command Re
trieval Information System (CRIS) , providing 
search, storage, retrieval, and reproduction 
of data. 

A utomatic Fabrication of Electronic Circuits 
(Continued from page 23) 

can be stamped with reject reason, packed, and 
shipped back to suppliers, all by standard ma
chinery. Only the instruments connected to 
the test probes (depending upon electronic 
part checked) and the reject reason stamps 
need vary. 
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IFIP ESTABLISHES ALGOL COMMITTEE 

The International Federation for Infor
mation Processing (IFIP) has established a 
comnittee to develop and refine an algorithmic 
computer programming language. The committee, 
to be called the Working Group on ALGOL, was 
authorized by the March meeting of the IFIP 
Council in Munich, Germany, to act as part of 
the IFIP Technical Committee ~2 on Program
ming Languages. 

Professor Dr. W. van der Poel of the 
Hague, Netherlands, was appointed Chairman 
of the Working Group on ALGOL. The original 
authors of ALGOL accepted an invitation from 
IFIP to join the Working Group and to con
tinue their activities under IFIP auspices. 

IFIP represents the interests and ac
complishments of twenty professional EDP tech
nical societies from twenty different nations. 

COMPUTER INSTRUMENTATION CORP. FORMED 

Richard O. Endres, who resigned as 
President of Rese Engineering last April, 
has formed a new company, Computer Instrumen
tation Corp., A and Courtland Sts., Philadel
phia 20, Pa. The new organization has pur
chased the magnetics test equipment line of 
products from Rese Engineering, and will con
tinue design, manufacturing and sales opera
tions of these products without interruption, 
and in full cooperation with Rese Engineer
ing, at the same address. 

Considering the difficulties in automat
ing electronic equipment production in the 
past, the use of dot parts mounted on standard 
cards offers a great advance. This technique 
appears to offer more probability of success 
than a number of other methods now under 
consideration. 
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NEW INSTALLATIONS 
COMPUTER FOR NUCLEAR PLANT 

The first major installation of a process 
computer at a large nuclear plant is planned 
for this fall. The Big Rock Point Nuclear 
Power plant of Consumers Power Company in 
Michigan will be generating nuclear informa
tion as well as nuclear power. 

A ~O,OOO-word, G-E 312 process computer 
will be used to monitor the reactor power 
level, thermal-hydraulic performance of the 
nuclear core, the neutron exposure of each 
segment of the fuel, instruments and reactor 
vessel. It will also be used to develop 
methods of maximizing fuel burnup by schedul
ing of control rods. The information obtained 
will be used to improve plant operating effi
ciency, to simplify fuel inventory and plant 
management and to improve the power producing 
capacity of nuclear fuel. 

The computer system will include the G-E 
312 central processor, an input-output unit, 
a computer control console, two operator con
trol units, four logging and "on-demand" type
writers, and three punched paper tape units. 

BATTERY DISPLAY UNIT DELIVERED TO 
FRANKFORD ARSENAL 

A research and development model of a 
unit for displaying a field artillery battery 
has been delivered to U.S. Army, Ordnance 
Corps by California Computer Products, Inc. 
of Downey, Calif., for test and evaluation. 

The display unit is designed to present 
visually at a field artillery battery loca
tion specific fire commands and gun orienta
tion data. It is part of an over-all artillery 
fire control system which includes the Gun Di
rection Computer, M18 (FADAC), and a digital 
console for artillery fire control. Fire re
quest data are fed into the control console 
and computer by a gunnery officer at the fire 
direction center. Specific commands are then 
generated and processed through the console 
and transmitted to appropriate gun batteries. 
The total system is designed to provide com
pletely automated integration of fire control 
data, making possible specific artillery re
sponse to target requirements in a matter of 
seconds. 

MINING RESEARCH CENTER TO INSTALL COMPUTER 

The U.S. Department of Interior has an
nounced that a high-speed computer will be 
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installed in September at the Mining Research 
Center of the Bureau of Mines at Denver, Colo., 
Federal Center. 

The equipment, a GE-225 general purpose 
computer, will be leased with option to pur
chase. It will be used by the Bureau of Mines 
in developing advanced techniques for mineral 
evaluation and rock behavior. The system will 
be manufactured "by General Electric's Computer 
Department, Phoenix, Ariz., and will consist 
of a central processor with an 8192-word core 
memory, card-punch and reader for handling 
100 and 400 cards per minute respectively, 
card-punch controller, and an on-line printer 
operating at 900 lines per minute. 

The computer service will be available 
to Bureau of Mines research scientists through
out the nation on an "open shop" basis for pro
gramming specific problems. Computer time will 
also be provided, upon request, to other bur
eaus and offices of the Department of the In
terior. An hourly rental rate will be estab
lished to pro-rate costs, both for bureau sta
tions and other Interior Department agencies 
using the facility. 

NIMBUS GROUND STATION DELIVERED TO GODDARD 

The first command system ground station 
for a Nimbus weather observation satellite 
has been delivered to Goddard Space Flight 
Center by California Computer Products, Inc., 
Downey, Calif., prime contractor for the 
Nimbus program. 

The equipment, designed for either mobile 
or fixed use, consists of a control console 
and three rack modules. It is completely 
self-contained in all functional elements, 
and includes self-checking equipment. It is 
fitted to store commands in advance for auto
matic transmission to the Nimbus satellite as 
it passes overhead. The transmitter is moni
tored independently within the ground station. 
All transmitted data are recorded for verifi
cation by operating personnel. Provision is 
made for direct transmission under manual 
control should it be necessary to supersede 
the automatic transmission system. 

COMPUTER FOR SPACE LAUNCHING VEHICLE 

Efliott-Automatioll Ltd., 34 Portland 
Place, London WI, Enuland, has anllounced that 
the de Hav i lland Ai rc raf t Company of EnU land 
has decided to install a National-Elliott 803 
computer to help wi th the developm(~nt work 
for the proposed European Space Launcher 
Organization. 
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Blue Streak, originally designed as a 
long range ballistic missile, is now to be 
used as the first stage launching vehicle for 
the European Space Launcher Organization. 
This involves an enormous ::tmount of computa
tional work upon the design of the present 
vehicle which will later be adapted to carry 
2nd and 3rd stages of European design. Only 
automatic computing methods can cope with the 
amount of development work to be done within 
ihe currently planned five year period. Among 
the mass of calculations are som::" such as 
performance, and orbit selection, which can 
only be done by a digital computer. When 
flight trials start, the post-firing analysis 
will be fed to the 803 computer to help con
firm the satisfactory performance of each 
round. 

PEOPI .. E OF NOTE 

EUGENE LEONARD ELECTED PRESIDENT 
OF DIGITRONICS CORPORATION 

Digi tronics Corpora tion, Albertson (L. 1.), 
N.Y., has announced the election of Eugene 
Leonard as President 
of the company. Mr. 
Leonard, formerly Vice 
President in charge of 
Engineering, was one 
of the original found
ers of Digitronics and 
created the Dial-o
verter System for the 
high-speed transmis
sion of data over 
telephone lines. 

He succeeds 
Albert A. Auerbach who 
has resigned to resume 
activi ties in the field 
of bio-physics, but will continue to serve on 
the Board of Directors. 

RYAN NAMED PRESIDENT, 
BENSON ELECTED BOARD CHAIRMAN 

George M. Ryan has been elected president 
of Benson-Lehner Corporation, succeeding the . 
company's founder, Bernard S. Benson, who ad
vances to chairman of the Board of Directors. 

Mr. Ryan, a former general manager of 
Benson-Lehner, rejoined the company last No
vember as executive vice president. In the 
interim he served five years as systems mana
ger of Friden, Inc. 
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Mr. Benson founded Benson-Lehner with 
Dr. George F. Lehner, University of Californ
ia psychology professor, in 1950. Under his 
leadership the company, with headquarters in 
Santa Monica, Calif., has grown into a wide
spread business with service centers through
out the world and manufacturing subsidiaries 
in England and France. 

MA.NAGING DIRECTOR OF EUROPEAN OPERATIONS 

Stanley L. H. Wilson has been appoi,ted 
as managing director of European operation~ 
for the Guidance and Control Systems Division 
of Litton Systems, Beverly, Calif. 

Mr. Wilson joins Litton Systems after a 
long career in the Canadian aircraft industry. 
His headquarters will be in Hamburg, Germany, 
from which he will manage a group of European 
firms producing LN-3 inertial navigation sys
tems for F-I04G fighter planes being manu
factured in Europe. 

PACKARD BELL ELECTRONICS; PHILCO CORP. 

Dr. Wendell B. Sell has been named as 
group vice president of Packard Bell Elec
tronics, replacing Dr. S. Dean Wanlass who 
resigned in June. Dr. Sell will direct 
Packard Bell's Technical Products Division, 
Computer Division and Physical Sciences Cor
poration (a 60% company-owned subsidiary). 

Dr. Sell, a graduate of the U.S. Mili
tary Academy, spent 14 years as an army en
gineering officer. He was a pioneer in the 
use of early radar for anti-aircraft and 
anti-missile fire control and in 1945 became 
Chief of the Radar Branch, Army Field Forces. 
Prior to joining Packard Bell, he was vice 
president and general manager of the Marquardt 
Corporation's Pomona Division. 

Dr. S. Dean Wanlass has been elected a 
vice president of Philco Corporation, Phila
delphia, Pa., and appointed general manager 
of the Computer Division. 
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NEW 

COMPUTER SIMULATION OF MAKING 
CLINICAL DECISIONS 

A Carnegie Institute of Technology psy
chology professor has received a grant of 
$lU,OOO from the National Institute of Mental 
lJealth for research on "Computer Simulation of 
Cliuical Decision Making". 

Dr. Benjamin Kleinmuntz, who will conduct 
the study, says there are relatively few diag
nosticians who excel in interpreting objective 
personali ty tests. He hopes to discover hOW 
some of the expert interpreters of tests think 
during the process of making clinical deci
sions. He plans to tape-record their decision
making and then to program the Carnegie Tech 
Bendix G-20. The ultimate goal is to "teach" 
the computer to become a more accurate deci
sion maker than the experts who were origin
ally programmed. Dr. Kleinmuntz beli'~ves this 
is a reali stic goal "because the computer, 
once it is properly programmed, does not make 
the types of careless errors to which humans 
are frequently prone". He also believes that 
the computer can be used as a tool for mass 
processing of thousands of personality tests 
at phenomenally high speeds. 

ARMY CONTRACT TO 
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC. 

Frankford Army Arsenal has awarded a con
tract to California Computer Products, Inc., 
Downey, Calif. for over $1 million for the 
production of 92 FALT units and spare parts. 
The FALT (Field Artillery Logic Test) units 
are to be used to check out FADAC (Field 
Artillery Digital Automatic Computer) equip
ment in the Army's automated field artillery 
control system. 

LIBHASCOPE RECEIVES AIR FORCE CONTRACT 

General Precision's Librascope Division, 
Glendale, Calif. has received a $1.9 million 
letter contract from the U.S. Air Force to 
produce automatic navigation computer system~ 
for the newly developed C-141 jet-powered 
transport aircraft. The contract provides 
for production of nine computer system~. 

The lightweight computer system will 
provide automatic navigation and data-pro
cessillU capabilities for the turbofan freight
er. The computer system, called the AN/ASN-
24(V), consists of a digital computer, a con
verter chassis, and control/display panels. 
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The computer will receive data from an 
array of navigation instruments, rapidly com
pute the posi t.ion of the aircraft, tHen relay 
the data to the aircraft crew on cockpit 
displays. 

HALF MILLION POUND CONTRACT 
FOn ROUMANIAN AUTOMATION 

The HoumalTian Petroleum and Petro-Chemi
cal Industries have awarded a contract for a 
half million pounds to Elliott-Automation 
Ltd., London, England. This contract pro
vides for supplying very advanced types of 
electronic and computing automation e(pipment. 

ASTM BUYS TERMATREX RETRIEVAL UNIT 

A Termatrex information retrieval system 
has been ordered from Jonker Business Machines, 
Inc., Gaithersburg, Md. by the American Soci
ety for Testing Materials. The order is for 
300 indexes to identify chemical compounds 
from their X-ray patterns. The system en
ables the analytical chemist to identify 
chemical compounds by matching the X-ray 
pattern of an unidentified chemical compound 
with the patterns of all known compounds. 

STUDY PREVENTION OF MID-AIR COLLISIONS 

The Federal Aviation Agency has awarded 
a $300,000 contract to Sperry Gyroscope Co. 
of Great Neck, N.Y., to study a proposed mid
air collision-avoidance system. 

The FAA and Sperry revealed that suc
cessful flight tests were concluded earlier 
on one of the system's main components, a 
specially designed antenna that sets up a 
"ques tion-and-answer" Ii nk between ai rcraft. 

The system Sperry proposes would warn a 
pilot well in advance of an impending colli
sion from any direction and prescribe a pro
per escape maneuver. This information could 
be fed directly into the plane's automatic 
pilot which would then execute the escape 
maneuver. The system employs interrogator
transponder techniques to automatically ex
change altitude and velocity data, aud meas
ure range and bearing information between 
aircraft. 

The Sperry system, if successful, could 
be, used also as a pilot warlling instrument 
in which range alld l"(!laLiv(! lH!arillCJ is dis
played directly to the pilot for his 
evaluation. 
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SATELLITE CONTROL CONTRACT 

A $3,710,000 contract for integration of 
computer programs for U.S. Air Force satellite 
control has been awarded System Development 
Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif. The program 
calls for SDC to integrate and systematize ex
isting computer programs involving satellite 
guidance, stabilization, command control, 
telemetry, payload, and data reduction. 

SINGLE INTERPRETIVE SYSTEM 
FROM THREE LANGUAGES 

The Datatrol Corporation, Silver Spring, 
Md., has been awarded a contract by Advanced 
Scientific Instruments, Inc. of Minneapolis, 
Minn., to produce a single interpretive sys
tem for the ASI-210 computer which will ac
cept computer programs written in any of three 
source languages, and implemented on another 
computer. The new system to be produced for 
the ASI-2l0 will function at least 50 times 
faster than on the previous computer. 

CONTRACT FOR NEW NASA SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION FACILITY 

Documentation Incorporated, Bethesda, 
Md., has signed a $1.2 million contract with 
the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration (NASA) for the first year of opera
tion of the first, completely-integrated 
technical information center dealing in the 
space and aeronautical sciences. 

The facility, which will be located in 
Bethesda, Md., will operate under the tech
nical direction of NASA's Office of Scientif
ic and Technical Information. It will report 
scientific data on space to NASA, its prime 
contractors, and other designated organiza
tions and individuals in many countries. The 
latest in communications, data acquisition 
and documentation equipment and techniques 
will be employed to accomplish two major 
functions: 

1. Worldwide acquisition, organIzation, 
pcocessing, filing and reporting 
of- space information for quick 
availability by users. 

2. lIigh-speed retrieval and dissemina
tion of needed information. 

The center, which will be known as the 
Scientific and Technical Information Facilit~ 
will be completely computer-oriented. Equip
ment will include an IBM tape 1401 system 
with random access memory. The facility will 
process data on magnetic computer tape and 
distribute sets to each of the nine NASA 
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centers throughout the country, so that all 
individual or organization can contact the 
closest center for immediate information 
service. Each center will have the same in
terrogation capability as the Bethesda facil
ity of NASA headquarters. 

NEW YORK TIMES SIGNS CONTRACT WITH SIMULMATICS 

Simulmatics Corporation, 501 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y., under contract to The New 
York Times, has begun preparations to devise 
a high-speed computer operation to assist 
Times political reporters in tabulating and 
analyzing returns for the coming alections in 
November. Analytical focus will be on the 
New York gubernatorial and senatorial elec
tions and selected Congressional races through
out the country. Using this as a major oper
ational test, Simulmatics will subsequently 
set up for the Times a computer model for 
analyzing the Presidential race ill 1964. 

Computing Centers 

DATA PROCESSING EDUCATION CENTER IN MEXICO 

Construction of a data processing educa
tion center for the Caribbean Area organiza
tion of IBM World Trade Corporation, has be
gun at Cuernavaca, Mexico. Completion of the 
center is expected by January. 

The primary role of the center will be 
to provide comprehensive instruction for the 
area's business executives and government of
ficials in the applications of data process
ing systems and equipment. It will also serve 
as an instruction center for IBM employees. 
The staff members for the center will be 
drawn from personnel of IBM Mexico. 

HONEYWELL EDP SERVICE BUREAU OPENS IN CANADA 

Honeywell Electronic Data Processing, 
Wellesley Hills, Mass., has opened its first 
Canadian computer service bureau. The Ottawa 
Service Bureau is equipped with a large-scale 
Honeywell 800. It is located in the Canadian 
headquarters building of Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company, Ottawa, Canada. Metro
politan has contracted for use of "prime 
tim~' on the computer, but Honeywell reported 
that the capability of the equipment is such 
that time is available for use on a contract 
basis by other businesses and industries in 
Eastern Canada. 
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NEW APPLICA TIONS 

FALL ELECTION PREDICTIONS BY 
NBC, C-E-I-R, AND RCA 

C-E-I-R, Inc., Washington, D.C., will 
again conduct research activities, construct 
a mathematical model of key sectors of the 
electorate, and program the data for Radio 
Corporation of America's electronic computer 
support of National Broadcasting Co.'s tele
vision election coverage next November. This 
same group, in the Presidential election of 
1960, enabled the RCA 501 computer to predict, 
early Election Day evening, results that were 
correct within tenths of a percentage point 
of final tallies. 

Information from key points around the 
nation will be fed directly, on line, to the 
computer, using the newly developed RCA 
D~SPAN electronic data communications network. 

The six areas of interest that will be 
subjected to a running analysis as the elec
tion returns are fed in are: 

1. Composition of the House of Repre-
sentatives 

2. Composition of the Senate 
3. The New York gubernatorial race 
4. The California gubernatorial race 
5. The Michigan gubernatorial race 
6. Comparison of the congressional 

vote this year with that of the 
previous off-year election in 1958. 

Dr. Jack Moshman, who devised the sensitive 
and accurate "key precinct" analytical system 
which correctly predicted President Kennedy's 
victory, will head up the research team. 

In the 1960 electorate model, several 
hundred key precincts throughout the country 
were selected beforehand as giving early, ac
curate information on trends. As the "un
knowns" of the actual election returns came 
in amI were compared against the previously 
researched information, the model produced 
statistical projections that were later proved 
extremely accurate. A conceptually similar 
system will be devised for the 1962 election. 
The prediction of six separate elections and 
trends, however, involves considerably great
er complexity in forecasting than the single 
national race. 

GSW PIONEERS IN DATA PROCESSING 

Great Southwest Warehouses, Arlington, 
Texas, with 650,000 square feet of floor space, 
is at last doing what warehouses throughout 
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the country have attempted to do for the past 
20 years. They are fitting a variety of de
mands to a data processing system and are com
ing out with all the answers. This has been 
accomplished by application of the theory of 

control by exception to the vario'1s problems 
posed to the warehouse by customers who use 
the facilities. A composite system has been 
designed to meet all needs that could be de
manded by the customers; then the exceptions 
to the needs are deleted from the composite 
system to suit the particular needs of the 
customer. 

ClIrrently'GSWhandles products of over 
500 national manufacturing firms and keeps on 
inventory, in large quantities, these varied 
products. Upon order, GSW ships th~se items 
to customers in the specific quantity ordered. 
Through the use of the IBM data processing 
center at GSW, the following things are ac
complished: 1) the order is written; 2) bill
ing is made to the customer; 3) the freight 
bill is issued; 4) billing is made to the 
storage account; 5) the bill of lading is 
made along with other shipping documents; 6) 
the freight rate is determined; 7) an activ~ 
ity report on the items shipped is kept up to 
date; 8) a perpetual inventory control is 
maintained; 9) all charges are billed where 
necessary; 10) billings are summarized so 
that charges can be credited with revenue; 
and 11) information is collected to better 
analyze efficiency, and to determine occu
pancy ratios. 

The capabilities of the data processing 
section will soon be used in the computing 
and issuing of payroll checks to over 300 
GSW employees, and keeping records for the 
general accounting department of the company. 

CHECK PROCESSING FIHM MAKES OUT REPORT CARDS 
FOR NEW JEHSEY SCHOOL SYSTEM 

Automatic Data Processing, Inc., East 
Paterson, N.J., specializes in preparing 
weekly payrolls for small and medium size 
business concerns. Clients include brokerage 
houses, Broadway shows, an airline, hospitals, 

and others whose employees number from 50 
to 4000 persons. 

But the most unusual request in its 13-
year history came from the Glen Ridge, N.J., 
school system. Four times a year one whole 
school day was wasted because each teacher 
spent that day marldnu l'I!JlorL Cilrds for every 
student who clime into his or ht!), cldssroom. 
They asked AlJP Inc. to take ove), making up 
the quarterly report card lists for the 780 
students in the junior and senior high schools 
in this district. 
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ADP devised a report-card marking pro
cess by which the teacher was able to do the 
marking at home simply by entering the grades 
on a student's roster listing. ADP would 
then pick up the rosters, have the marks tran
scribed, computed, and tabulated, producing 
reports for the student, the school office, 
the principal, and the student guidance 
officer. 

The electronically computed system of 
making up report cards has saved teachers 
fpur instruction days a year. 

Another report compares grades in a par
ticular subject area for the entire group of 
students, and indicates via a curve how one 
class compares with another. The school 
board compares the teachers' markings accord
ing to the curve against the established 
college-entrance marking standards. 

FARM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS 
HAVE INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM 

The James Mfg. Co., a division of Rock
wood & Co., Fort Atkinson, Wis., has developed 
an inventory control system which provides 
them with the complete status of any of 16,000 
stock items in less than 30 seconds. 

The job is being done on all IBM 305 com
puter and RAMAC disk file. The disk file can 
retain and put to use in a split second any 
of five million digits of information. Its 
magnetic disks rotate at 1200 rpm. By keying 
in the disk location of a particular part, the 
computer will print out pertinent data s,uch as 
the quantity on hand, number orde~ed, number 
reserved for customers' orders, and a minimum 
stock level. At a predetermined re-order 
point, the system will automatically issue 
a restock order. 

Daily "explosionll of customer orders is 
one of the uses being made of the IBM equip
ment. As orders come in each morning, they 
are coded on punched cards for communication 
to the computer. Each order is then "explod
ed" by the machine, a process of breaking it 
down into component parts. Stock levels are 
then adjusted accordingly. The computer als;) 
is programmed to prepare a "sllOrtage" card 
denoting an item for which there are more 
orders than stock available. Other important 
inventory data which the system prepares is 
the daily and the weekly stock status reports. 
These reports give management closer control 
over all phases of the business. 

The company also finds time on its com
puter to do other jobs, such as payroll labor 
distribution, and bulk tank calibration: 
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"CRITICAL PATH METHOD" TO BE USED 
IN BUILDING ST. LOUIS ARCH 

A scientific technique known as the 
"Critical Path Method" will be used in pro
gramming the construction of the St. Louis 
Saarinen Arch. McDonnell Aircraft Corp., St. 
Louis, Mo., and MacDonald Construction Co. 
cooperatively are employing this program de-· 
signed to keep cost in both time and money at 
a minimum. 

The Arch, an architectural symbol of St. 
Louis as the "Gateway to the West", is planned 
for completion in time for the St. Louis Bi
centennial Celebration in 1964. Construction 
will require approximately 2000 individual 
tasks or activities. 

A network chart, showing the relationship 
of each activity to those immediately before 
and after, is the "nerve center" of the Criti
cal Path Method. Information from the network, 
fed into the computer, emerges in the form of 
"output reports" with a variety of critical 
information. An expected completion date is 
computed, based on the time estimates provid
ed. The report lists activities which lie in 
the "critical path" in which a delay in com
pletion time would affect the over-all pro
ject. Subsequent computer runs will list 
manpower requirements; cost information will 
be developed to enable analysis of overtime 
or additional manpower costs in expediting 
phases of the project; periodic computer runs 
will report completion percentage and schedule 
status of the project; and areas requiring 
management action will be immediately pin··· 
pointed. 

The CPM technique can be adapted rapidly 
to the changing conditions of the construction 
industryo Bad weather could curtail certain 
activities while others continue. This would 
shift the "critical path" and the computer 
would quickly determine the revised priority 
activities. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
MINIATURE PRINTED CIRCUIT 

R G Circuits Co. 
15216 Mansel Aveo 
Lawndale, Calif. 

A new series of miniature printed cir
cuits has been produced by this company for 
inst~11ation in digital counters, proximity 
fuses, hearing aids, miniature amplifiers, 
guidance mechanisms of misSiles, satellites, 
torpedos, and a wide variety of other instru
mentation equipment where space and reliability 
are critical factors. 

Each printed circuit may contain plated
through holes, overlays of nickel, gold or 
tin, or, if required, be solder-plated. It is 
printed on epoxy glass laminated material as 
thin as .004 inch and meets all Mil Specs 
MIL P-13949B. 

RATIO COMPUTER FOR FINDING LENGTH 
OF RED-HOT STEEL BEAMS 

Navigation Computer Corporation 
Valley Forge Industrial Park 

NorristOWn, Pa. 

A digital, special-purpose ratio computer 
for industry has been developed and produced 
by this companyo The computer counts pulses 
from two transducers, adds a correction factor 
to one of the counts, multiplies the other one 
by a scaling factor, and finds the ratio of the 
corrected numbers. Its accuracy depends only 
on the accuracy of the transducers. Self
checking features allow verification that the 
machine is performing each function correctly. 
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The Ratio Computer is being used in a 
finishing mill to find the length of red-hot 
steel beams. Another potential use in indus
trial measurement and control is flow metering 
requiring high-accuracy control. 

MAGNETIC TAPE ADAPTER 

Electronic Engineering Company 
of California 

Box 58 
Santa Ana, Calif. 

A magnetic tape adapter has been devel
oped by this company to provide IBM 1401 com
puter users with read/write ability from the 
GE/ERMA computer system or GE 210 to IBM for
mat and vice-versa. 

The EECO 754 magnetic tape adapter oper
ates as a program-control input/output unit of 
the IBM 1401 computer. Data may be edited or 
updated during the conversion as programmed 
by the IBM 1401. Complete EHMA and IBM error
detection circuitry are provided. All data 
translated to and from the EECO 754 is in IBM 
coding and format. All normal functions of 
the IBM 1401 are available to process data. 

NEW TINY HIGH-SPEED MAGNETIC-REED SWITCH 

Radio Corporation of America 
RCA Electron Tube Division 

New York 20, N.Y. 

A tiny low-cost, magnetic-reed switch 
has been developed by this company. It can 
replace conventional switching devices in 
many areas of electronics. 

The hermetically-sealed dry reed switch 
may be opened or closed in one millisecond 
~including contact bounce) by either a perma
nent magnet or an electromagnet. The reeds 
are enclosed in a small glass capsule. The 
device, named Minireed, weighs less than 0.3 
of a gram. Its length is 0.85 of an inch, 
excluding leads, and it has a diameter of 
0.135 of an inch. 

Among the applications for these switches 
are: . telephone, teletype and computer swi tch
ing; missile check-out systems and radar data 
processinu· 
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SOFTWARE NEWS 

BANK COMPUTER CENTER SERVICE 

The Harris Trust and Savings Bank of 
Chicago, Ill., is the first Chicago bank to 
perform data processing accounting services 
on its own equipment for correspondent banks. 
EPOCH is a registered service mark of Harris 
Bank, standing for "electronic posting opera
tions for correspondents of Harris". 

The new EPOCH service is now working for 
four Chicago area banks, and will soon be 
serving an additional six. The service is 
given for a fee to correspondents of the Har
ris, located within a 100-mile radius. Work 
received from the correspondent banks by the 
Harris by 8:00 p.m. is completed and delivered 
to the correspondent by 6:00 a.m. the n9xt 
morning. 

EPOCH performs all functions connected 
with the handling of checking accounts includ
ing fine-sorting checks in account number 
order, batch proof lists, trial balance and 
journal showing transactions, current balance 
in all checking accounts, a complete over
draft report, stop-payment report, and addi
tional management and control reports. It 
also furnishes the correspondent bank its 
customers' monthly checking account state
ments and a monthly analysis of the profit 
or loss on each checking account of the 
correspondent. 

WIZ -- TIME-SAVING COMPUTER PROGRAM 

A new time-saving computer program for 
solving complex engineering problems has been 
announced by General Electric Company's Com
puter Department, New York. WIZ, as the new 
program is called, is described as a computer 
program, or compiler, for automatically trans
lating algebraic expressions into computer 
language for solving engineering problems. 
It was specially designed to be used with 
the GE-225 computer system. 

Computer solutions are obtained with a 
minimum amount of accesso~y equipment -- the 
computer itself, a card reader and a card 
punch are all that is needed. The engineer 
jots down a series of algebraic statements 
in WIZ sentences; these are then punched on 
cards; punched cards are fed to a card-reader 
which automatically transfers the instructions 
to the computer; and the computer translates 
the WIZ instructions into computer language. 
The computer delivers the results on new 
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punched cards seconds after the last card is 
read. The routine established for a given 
type of problem is stored in the GE-225 li
brary. 

DIFFERENT PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES WITHIN 
THE SAME JOB: IBJOB PROCESSOR 

A single computer programming system 
that permits IBM 7090 and 7094 computer users 
to process several source languages as part 
of a single job has been developed by the In
ternational Business Machines Corp., White 
Plains, N.Y. 

The IBJOB Processor, as the system is 
called, provides an effective common communi
cation facility for languages as varied as 
FORTRAN IV (FORmula TRANslating language for 
scientific computations) and COBOL 61 (COm
mon Business Oriented Language, 1961 form). 
It can be stored on either IBM 1301 disk 
files or 729 magnetic tapes. The ability 
to use ultra-high speed Hypertape units also 
will be added to the new processor, which is 
designed to grow with the installation. The 
single basic monitor (IBSYS) may be adapted 
to new input-output devices as they are 
introduced. 

ALCOM, EXECUTIVE,AND PERT PR~~RAMS 
FOR BENDIX G-20 

Three major programming packages for 
the Bendix G-20 computing system have been 
distributed to user installations, bringing 
major systems for the machine to a total of 
nine. 

The new packages are: 
ALCOM, Bendix version of the inter

national algebraic language, ALGOL 
EXECUTIVE, master routine for admin
istering memory location, hardware 
control, etc., of operating programs 

PERT, critical path method for large
scale project scheduling. 

Software previously distributed to G-20 
users includes: linear programming; 650 
simulator; sort/merger rout ine; symbol i c 
assembly routine; PAR and SNAP. Other rou
tines such as the GATE compiling syste:n are 
available, and work is proceeding for an 
additional 25 software programs to be re
leased within the next three months. 
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Computer Study of Orthogonal Latin 
Squares of Order Ten 

E. T. Parker, Ph.D., UNIVAC Division of Sperry Rand Corporation, Univac Park, St. Paul 16, Minn. 

1. The Problem of the 36 Officers 
In the early Eighteenth century, or before, interest 

developed in a mathematical puzzle called the Prob
lem of Thirty-Six Officers. According to the puzzle, 
there are six officers in each of six regiments. If we 
call the regiments A, B, C, D, E, and F, and the ranks 
general, colonel, major, captain, lieutenant, and ser
geant (a, b, c, d, e, f), exactly one officer is a major 
in regiment E; exactly one is a general in regiment C, 
and so on, for all 6 times 6 equals 36 possibilities. 
Then the problem is to arrange the 36 officers in a 
square of six files and six rows, so that every file and 
every row contains exactly one officer of each regi
ment and exactly one officer of each rank. 

For example, if we had Nine Officers, and wished 
to arrange them in a three by three square, we would 
have the solution: 

Aa Bb Cc 
Bc Ca Ab 
Cb Ac Ba 

In this solution the officers have been arranged so that 
each file and each row contains one and only one 
officer of any regiment A, B, C, and one and only 
one officer of any rank, a, b, c. 

2. The Mathcll1uliciul1, L. Euler 
In 1782 the Swiss mathematician Leonhard EllieI' 

(pronounced "oiler") wrote a long paper on the topic. 
He considered the problem for sizes other than six; 
for example, size five calls for twenty-five officers of 
five regiments and five ranks to be arranged in a 
5-by-5 square. Euler showed easily how to solve the 
problem for every odd size. With effort he also solved 
the problem for any size an exact multiple of four; 
that is, 4, 8, 12, 16, etc. He obtained the easy result 
that there is no solution for size two. Then he experi
mented at length with size six; and, admitting that he 
had not exhausted all the possibilities, he asserted his 
conviction that there is no solution for size six-that 
is, no solution of the Problem of the Thirty-Six Of
ficers. He then made the further conjecture that no 
solution is mathematically possible for size twice any 
odd whole number-2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, etc., indefi
nitely. A conjecture is an intelligent guess not in con
flict with known facts; Euler did not claim to have 
any mathematical proof of his second conjecture. 
Whether or not his second conjecture was true set a 
challenge for mathematicians for over 150 years. 

3. Some Definitions 
The solution of the/pI:0blem for size three may be 

divided anc,l displayed a, S fOllO~V {.' 
-{\. Be) --a--b----c-

, ,I "-.. 

/ _ 13 C A // f, '--.a________. b 
(, GAB / b", . c.._. "a", 

Each office~ js/assigned a cons t~nt posi tion in the 
three-by-three array. The capital letters A, B, and C 
label his regiment. The small letters a, b, c label his 
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rank. Note that the square array of capital letters on 
the left has each letter appearing once in each hori
zontal row, and once in each vertical column; this fits 
the requirement on arrangement of the officers by regi
ment. Likewise the array of small letters on the right, 
corresponding to ranks, has these same properties. 

Either of the two above square arrays is called by 
modern mathematicians a Latin square of order three; 
this terminology is used because Euler displayed the 
arrays with ordinary Roman (Latin) letters. ~Iathe

maticians use the same term Latin square even if digits 
or numbers are used rather than letters. 

The two Latin squares in this example are said to 
form an orthogonal pair, meaning that each capital 
letter is coincident in position once and only once 
with each small letter; for example capital C with 
small a in the center. This property of orthogonality 
corresponds with the requirement that there be ex
actly one colonel of regiment C, etc. 

A solution of the officers problem of size four, or 
a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of order four is 
as follows: 

() :~ 'J :~ () ~ 

'J I () :; ~ () I :~ 

:1 () I 'J () ~ :~ I 
I ~ :1 0 1:1 ~ 0 

The rather' haphazard arrangement of symbols has no 
bearing on the validity of the solution; and use of 
digits in place of letters is perfectly acceptable. 

4. Further Developments 
In 1901 G. Tarry proved that there is no pair of 

orthogonal Latin squares of order six, and accord
ingly no solution of the Problem of Thirty-Six Of
ficers. His method was the elimination of all possi
bilities, using considerable mathematical sophistica
tion in order to handle numerous large categories as 
single cases. Euler's first conjecture for order six 119 
years before was correct. 

Through the first quarter of the present century 
the existence problem for orthogonal Latin squares 
of various orders remained a mathematical recrea
tional puzzle, although an element of dignity had 
been given to Latin squares by Euler's having studied 
them. Then between 1930 and 19:35 two independent 
developments elevated greatly the significance of 
orthogonal Latin squares in both applied and theoret
ical mathematics. 

Statisticians studying ex peri lIlen tat iOll, pa rt ielila r1 y 
Sir Ronald A. Fisher in England, discovered that a 
small number of values of three or four difJ'crent vari
able quantities could he evaluated most efficiently in 
a single experiment if the experiment is designed ac
cording to a Latin sqllare or a pair of orthogonal 
Latin squares. That is, one might test in a single 
bunch of plantings, instead of three, which of five 
strains of hybrid corn bears best, which of five ferti-
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lizers is best in terms of cost, and which level of irri
gation among five choices is most effective. 

Simultaneously among another school of mathe
maticians it was discovered than an affine plane of 
order 11 is equivalent to a set of n-l mutually orthog
onal Latin squares of order n. Several Latin squares 
(of the same order) are called mutually orthogonal 
when every two different ones in the given family are 
orthogonal. By definition, an affine plane is a class of 
points such that it may be arranged in certain special 
classes called lines with two axioms satisfied: (i) Any 
two different points are contained together in exactly 
one of the lines; (ii) For any line L and any point P 
not on L, there is exactly one line containing P and 
containing no point of L. Axiom (ii) of course is 
Euclid's parallel axiom. As is clear from the defini
tion, an affine plane is an abstraction from the fa
miliar plane of the geometry of Euclid; the concept 
was introduced at the beginning of this century by 
the German mathematician David Hilbert. 

An affine plane is said to be of order n (n an orcli
nary positive whole number) if every line of the plane 
contains exactly 11 points; in this situation the total 
number of points in the plane is n 2 • 

The main unsolved problem in affine planes is 
whether any such plane exists of order not an exact 
power of a prime number-a prime number is a posi
tive whole number such as 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, or 13, not 
exactly divisible by any whole number between one 
and itself. The first order for which it has not been 
determined whether an affine plane can be constructed 
is ten. 

The mathematicians who study orthogonal Latin 
squares developed their interest from either statistics 
or abstract geometry and algebra; sometimes it is hard 
to guess which background a researcher was exposed 
to in his training. 

'IVith Tarry's proof for order six as evidence, it was 
generally believed that Euler's second conjecture was 
true. In fact, two or three papers were published in 
which the conjecture was claimed to be proved; how
ever, errors were found in all these proofs. 

Further experimental evidence for the truth of the 
conjecture seemed to be obtained when mathemati
cians at the University of California at Los Angeles 
programmed the S'I\T AC computer to search for pairs 
of orthogonal Latin squares of order ten. In some doz
ens of hours of running, no example was produced by 
the computer. It was extrapolated than an exhaustive 
search for all Latin squares orthogonal to a fixed Latin 
square of order ten would require a half trillion hours 
of S\VAC time. 

S. Disproof of Eulcr's Second Conjecture 
In 1959 Professors R. C. Bose and S. S. Shrikhande 

of the Department of Statistics, University of North 
Carolina, and the writer of this article, obtained a 
very general disproof! of Euler's second conjecture. 
They constructed (that is, described how to construct) 
a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of every order 10, 
14, 18, 22, 26, etc. The methods were theoretical and, 
surprisingly, not very deep. No computers were used 
in this work. The writer feels that several people in 
the '40s and '50s were close to the result, but gave up 
too soon, believing that the conjecture was true. 
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6. Search for Orthogonal Latin Squarcs 
of Order 10 

lVIore recently the writer has programmed the 
UNIVAC2 1206 Military Computer to search ex
haustively for all Latin squares (of order ten) orthog
onal to a fixed Latin square of order ten. (The fixed 
Latin square is presented to the computer as input 
data.) This is the problem mentioned above for 
which the SWAC was programmed. Two major sur
prises came as a result of this work. The running 
time per input Latin square is only 28 to 45 minutes; 
this is a factor in speed of one trillion (or 1012) over 
that obtained on SW AC. Of course, there is no such 
ratio of basic speeds between the two computers. 

The second surprise is that pairs of orthogonal 
Latin squares of order ten are quite common; out of 
33 computer~generated random Latin squares of order 
ten, 21 have completions to an orthogonal pair. Thus 
Euler guessed wrong by a large margin, and the evi
dence from earlier computation demonstrated only 
that the search is of large magnitude. 

The writer however, has found the effort a little 
disappointing, because his attempts to produce three 
mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order ten have 
all failed. Some mild experimental evidence for non
existence of such may perhaps be claimed. To prove 
this will require radically faster computers-or better, 
a new idea. 

7. Programming the UNIVAC 1206 
As is often the case, the large memory of the modern 

computer made feasible a radically different organi
zation of the program. (UNIVAC 1206 has 32,768 
words of core memory; SWAC has 256 words of elec
trostatic memory and 4,096 words on a clrum.) SWAC 
,vas programmed to proceed across rows, filling out 
digits not in conflict with requirements; unfortunately, 
there are literally trillions of ways to complete three 
rows, and very few of these starts can be completed to 
solutions. 

The writer programmed the 1206 to generate ini
tially and store in efficient format all possible sets of 
ten positions of the input Latin square which might 
be occupied by one digit in a Latin square orthogonal 
thereto. Such a set of ten positions, one in each row, 
one in each column, and containing each digit once, 
is called a transversal. A typical Latin square of order 
ten has 800 to 1000 transversals; the list is easily 
stored in a large memory. Almost all the computer 
time was used in handling the list; generating it is 
very fast. (Far too many comparisons are required in 
processing the list to carry out the job by card sorter.) 

The writer spared no effort to save microseconds 
by efficient and tricky programming. In order to avoid 
losing contact with the precise sequence of instruc
tions, all coding was done in absolute octal. 

A few time-saving devices incorporated into the pro
gram will be described briefly: The central task car
ried out by the computer is the exhaustive enumera
tion of lists of ten transversals, no two having a cell 
in common. (1) The class of all transversals of the 
input Latin square was subdivided into ten lists, one 
for each cell of the first row; the ten lists were assigned 
separate segments in memory. (2) Since the decision 
whether a transversal may be adjoined to a partial 
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solution is the same process for each of the ten lists, 
the Slandard programming procedure would be to 
write a single loop to perform a phase of this sequence. 
By using much more program memory and complicat
ing the program considerably, the writer cut running 
time to about one-third by writing strings of essen
tially identical loops. The gain was twofold-only 
when pre-setting for counts were any addresses written 
into instructions; up to six B-registers on the 1206 
Computer could simultaneously reference memory ad
dresses of transversals in the partial solution. (3) Each 
t.ransversal was represented in memory by three 30-bit 
words, broken into nine la-bit zones; these zones cor
respond to rows 2, 3, ... , 10 of the Latin square. 
Exactly one I-bit entered in a zone indicated which 
cell of the particular row is on the transversal. Thus 
rows could be handled three at a time in computer 
words. Further, by adding the words for a partial 
solution of the transversal problem, those cells not 
allowed on the next transversal are designated by the 
I-bits in only three words. The decision whether a 
1 ransversal can be adjoined to a partial solution thus 
requires comparison of only three pairs of words for 
I-bits in like positions. (4) Each time a start of three 
transversals is generated, sort out those acceptable 
transversals in all remaining lists, then process the 
shorter lists. Comparison of programs with and with
out feature (4) indicated a gain of a factor three in 
speed. 

8. A Ten-by-Ten COluputcr-Produccd EXUll1ple 
An example of the UNIVAC 1!Z()(i COIll»lIlcr's work 

is displayed below. The firsl Lalin sqllarc below is 

SPACE SYSTEMS 
PROGRAMMI NG 

Laboratory for Electronics, Inc. program
ming staff is engaged in developing tracking 
programs for research and operational appli
cations. 

Expansion of our technical staff offers 
substantial growth opportunities for profes
sional advancement in the areas of mathe
matical analysis and programming, systems 
design, and data handling. 

one of the random examples protiucc(l hy the COIll-
puter. Below it, entitled "Second," is an orthogona 1 
mate thereto generated on the computer. This ran-
dom pair of orthogonal Latin la-squares IS totally 
unlike the examples obtained In 1959 by purely 
mathematical methods. 

First 
2 1 9 6 7 a ,1 8 5 3 
a 4 5 9 3 I 2 6 8 7 
5 7 2 3 a 9 8 4 6 
I a 6 5 2 4 7 9 3 8 
3 6 1 2 9 8 a 7 4 5 
8 5 0 6 2 9 3 7 4 
7 2 8 0 '1 3 6 5 9 1 
9 8 '1 7 5 3 a 6 2 
4 3 7 8 5 6 1 2 0 9 
6 9 3 4 8 7 [I 1 2 0 

Second 
4 0 3 9 1 8 6 7 2 5 
I 4 5 2 7 6 3 8 0 9 
3 6 8 4 2 9 5 7 0 
8 3 I 6 a 7 2 5 9 4: 
6 5 2 7 4: 1 9 0 3 8 
9 7 4 1 6 5 a 3 8 2 
5 9 6 0 8 2 7 4: 1 3 
7 2 9 g 5 0 8 6 4 I 
0 1 7 H 9 3 1 2 5 6 
2 8 () 5 1~ ,1 I 9 6 7 

1 Technical papers are ill Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences, Vol. 45 (1959), pp. 734-737 and 859-862; and Canadian Jour-
nal of ~Iathematics, Vol. 12 (1960), pp. 189-203. 

2 Registered trade mark of Sperry Rand Corporation . 
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Lone Cypress on 17 Mile Drive 

Positions currently are available at all 
levels for graduate mathematicians or physi
cists with large scale digital computer 
experience. 

Please send resume in complete confidence to: 
Mr. W. E. Daly. 

We are located just two hours from SL1n Fr.1ncisco on the Monterey 
Peninsula ... one of the most dcsir.1ble living .111d working .1reas in 
the West. Monterey enjoys .1 temrer.1tc. ~;mol!-frce climate year 
round and offers L1n unm.1tched profe5sionL1I, cultur.1l and recrea
tionL11 environment. 

LFE ELECTRONICS 
A DIVISION OF LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS. INC. 

MONTEREY LABORATORY 
305 WEBSTER STREET MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Round-Up of Marketing News 

I. GENERAL ELECTRIC REVIEWS ITS 
POSITION IN THE COMPUTER FIELD 

Lacy W. Goostree, Manager of Marketing 
General Electric Computer Department 

Phoenix, Arizona 

An all-out race for data-processing markets is 
shaping up among the big five computer manu
facturers. International Business Machines Corpora
tion is in the lead, Sperry-Rand second and General 
Electric, l\!Iinneapolis-Honeywell, and Radio Corpora
tion of America neck and neck for third place. 

Stakes in the race are high. The 1960 market for 
hardware alone, including military, was $1.5 billion, 
with prospects for a $4 to $7 billion market by 1970. 
In general-purpose business and scientific computers, 
1961's market reached $1.1 billion. 

This year (1962) the same market is expected to be 
$1.5 billion, with an estimated additional billion 
dollars for services. The "hardware" includes periph
eral equipment as well as central processors. 

General Electric feels it is benefiting from its experi
ence as t'he world's largest business computer user and 
as a result is going after the manufacturing industries 
in a big way. (G.E. has more than 100 computers 
installed and operating throughout the Company.) 
General Electric has approximately 8,000,000 man
hours of experience in applying computers to its own 
data processing problems. 

Following several years of single market concentra
tion in which it captured a good share of the banking 
business, General Electric is attempting to make in
roads into diversified markets. 

The Company's blue-ribbon entry in the race is its 
GE 225. The mainstay of its present product line, the 
225 general-purpose, all-transistorized computer is in 
competition with IBl\!l's 1401-1410. The 225 is used 
in diverse financial, scientific and production chores 
across the nation. 

General Electric introduced the 225 about a year 
and a half ago. Since then '1(} have been shipped, with 
some 100 more on order. Many of the installations are 
within the Company, since the 225 was sold internally 
prior to public announcement. Sales in 1962 are 
expected to double. 

General Electric has spent the last six years pre
paring for this effort. Although the Company has 
been making special-purpose computers for years, 
primarily for the government, it was not until January 
of 1956 that it announced the centralization of its 
computer activity into one Department. 

Since that time, General Electric shipped the bank
ing industry's first large-scale, all transistorized com
mercial computer, the Bank of America's ERMA 
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(Electronic Recording J\IIethod of Accounting) system, 
in 1958. During this development, the Computer 
Department also developed the E-13B type font, which 
was approved by the American Bankers Association as 
standard for Magnetic Ink Character Recognition 
(MICR). Today over 60 per cent of bank checks now 
used are encoded in magnetic ink. 

Thirty ERl\!IA systems, similar to the GE 210, are 
now in operation in 13 Bank of America sites through
out California, processing more than 2,500,000 checks 
and deposit slips nightly. The Bank recently pur
chased two more 210's to handle its increasing load. 

The closing mont'hs of 1961 saw orders for 16 such 
systems, most of them from existing users. Forty-five 
large banking systems have been shipped to date. 

The Company moved its Computer Department 
from Syracuse to Phoenix in December of 1956; a 
group of computer-experienced employees began 
working in rented office space in downtown Phoenix. 
In December, 1959, it moved into a new 204,000 
square foot building. Today, it is expanding into a 
multi-million dollar addition to that building. 

In Sunnyvale, California, scientists and engineers 
recently moved into a new Computer Laboratory 
where advances in the computer field will be 
developed. 

General Electric split its computer business into 
two separate areas about a year ago. The industrial 
process control computer business was transferred 
from the Computer Department to the Industry Con
trol Department. Industrial process computers are 
thus manufactured in a separate facility about two 
miles from Computer Department Facilities in 
Phoenix. 

In addition to expanding in Phoenix, General 
Electric is also opening computer centers-known as 
IPC's (for Information Processing Centers)-in key 
metropolitan areas .. Two are now operating in 
Phoenix, one in Chicago and one in 'Vashington, 
D. C. Additional centers are scheduled for opening 
this year in Schenectady, N. Y., Sunnyvale, Calif., 
Dallas, Tex., and New York City. 

New hardware is in the offing. The next step will 
be toward the third generation computers, with small 
(Bendix G-15 price class) and large-scale (IBlYI 7090 
to Stretch range) systems. The latter will definitely 
employ magnetic thin film. The department is de
termined to deliver tested software with the hardware. 

New peripheral equipment also is in the works, in
cluding high-speed card readers and punches and op
tical character readers. The Computer Laboratory is 
digging into magnetic thin films, cryogenics, electro
luminescent photo-conductive devices, and thermo
plastic recording. The latter is expected to be the 
mass storage medium of the future. 
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\Vhile General Electric was building competence 
in engineering, applications and manufacturing of 
computers, it also was quietly planning an expansion 
of its marketing activities. 

A year and a half ago, there were some 20 field 
salesmen serving the banking and internal company 
market. With availability of new products, an inten
sive sales-training program was initiated. New sales
men were put through 13 to 20 week programs pre
cisely tailored to the needs of the individual. Today 
more than 150 salesmen are working out of 29 sales 
offices throughout the country. Fifteen of these have 
been opened over the past year. The training pro
grams are continuing. 

There is no doubt General Electric is serious about 
the computer business. Ralph J. Cordiner, chairman 
and chief executive officer of the Company, is putting 
special emphasis on the Company's investments in 
five "relatively new and more difficult technologies" 
which he expects will boost employment and earnings 
for General Electric in the 60's. The five: atomic 
power plants and other new energy conversion proc
esses; stationary gas turbines and commercial jet 
engines; industrial automation; space; and computers. 

Although the first large-scale commercial computer 
was put into use in 1953, more than 10,000 computers 
are operating today throughout the United States. 
Although the industry growth rate has been phe
nomenal, General Electric's rate of growth in the 
computer field over the past three years substantially 
exceeds that of the others in the "big five." What 
computers are doing today is childlike when related 
to what they will be doing 10 years from now. And, 
in the race for expanding markets, manufacturers will 
have much to do toward broadening the use of com
puters and improving their capabilities. 

II. FIRST QUARTER COMPUTER ORDEHS 
FOR THOMPSON RAMO WOOLDRIDGE 

EXCEEDED ALL OF 1961 

Thompson Ramo vVooldridge Inc. computer orders 
for the first quarter of 1962 were greater than for all 
of 1961. 

The most significant gains were announced in the 
first-quarter bookings of TRW-130 type military 
"stored logic" computers, which were more than 
double total orders for 1961. No actual figures were 
released. . 

TRvV's computer line includes both military and 
commercial systems for control, logging and analysis, 
and automation production. Computers are in the 
medium size class and sell in the range of $85,000 to 
$'100,O()() per complete installation. 

Currellt orders [or computer installations, according 
to Dr. Ramo, are for automobile traffic control, auto
mation of the nation's largest power station, and proc
ess con trol systems for the steelmaking, gas refining 
and petrochemical industries, both in the U. S. and 
overseas. 

TRW-130 type military computers are being in
stalled on many major programs such as TRANSIT, 
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and the Atlantic :Missile Range Radar chain for real 
time data processing. TRW-130 is an all solid-state 
medium-scale core-memory computer. 

Recently introduced is the TR \1\1-340 core-drum 
control computer, which claims to offer in one system 
high-capacity storage, high speed, and system expand
ability without expensive equipment replacement 
costs. 

The Company prcscntly has ~H,()O() cmployees; 
annual sales for 1 ~)() I were at $,109 lIIillioll. These 
figures also include TRW's work in thc missile, 
ordnance, automobile and aircraft fields. 

III. DRESSER INDUSTRIES' SIX MONTHS 
SALES UP 

Dresser Industries, Dallas, Texas, have reported net 
earnings for the first six months of the 1962 fiscal year 
were $3,647,000 on sales of $11'1,957,000. This com
pares with net earnings o[ Sg,g97,OOO on sales of $108,-
629,000 for the comparable period a year ago. 

Although sales incrcased in thc sccond quarter of 
the current year, there was a slight decline in earnings, 
stemming in large part from price weakness in a 
number of the Company's principal product lines, 
primarily ill the area of capital equipment. The back
log of unfilled orders as of April 30, 1962 was 
$53,374,000 nearly seven per cent above a comparable 
$49,984,000 of a year ago. 

IV. LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS, INC., 
REPORTS ON FISCAL 1962 

Henry W. Harding, President 
Laboratory for Electronics, Inc. 

Boston, Mass. 

Gross income of $61,482,000 for the fiscal year ended 
April, 19G2, is reported by Laboratory for Electronics, 
Inc. This figure is approximately three per cent below 
last year's consolidated sales figure of $63,494,000. 

Net income after Federal income tax, and after a 
$432,000 provision for loss on foreign investments, 
was $102,000 compared with $2,095,000 for fiscal 1961. 

Gross income in the LFE Electronics Division was 
approximately the same as last year. Profits were 
substantially lower, however, mainly because of losses 
in the computer products business, a reduction in the 
profit margins on Doppler navigation equipment for 
the F-I05, and acceleration of research and develop
ment expenditures. 

Thc backlog at the year-end was $31,107,000, up 
froll1 :5~(i,H~~,()()() las\. ycar. i\lergcrs have hroadened 
our illdustrial and ('OllllllclTial product lincs, lessening 
ollr depclldellcc 011 gO\'CI'IIIlICIII contracts. 

V. AMPEX UEPOUTS RECORD SALES 

Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, Calif., has 
rcported record sales of $84,106,000 for the fiscal year 
ended April 28, 1962. This is a 20~o increase over 
the previous year. 
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Among the new products introduced during the 
past fiscal year, were high-speed core memories for 
computers and advanced magnetic recording devices 
for instrumentation, video and audio applications. 
Reflecting increasing expenditures on research and 
development, Ampex plans to introduce more than 
25 new products during fiscal 1962, bringing product 
diversification to a new. high. 

A building program to modernize and enlarge 
facilities at the company's Redwood City headquarters 
was inaugurated during the year. Two new buildings 
totaling 150,000 square feet arc expccted to be com
pleted for occupancy by mid-1963. An expansion 
program to accommodate rapid growth at the corpora
tion's Computer Products Company in Los Angeles 
also was undertaken. 

VI. IBM REVENUES SET NEW RECORD 

International Business Nlachines Corp. has reported 
that revenues and earnings for the second quarter of 
1962 have set an all-time record. They also declared 
that revenues for the first six months of 1962 were 
also a record. 

Second quarter net income rose to $60,044,018 as 
compared with $52,Og2,770 for the same quarter last 
year. Gross revenues from sales, rentals, and services 
increased to $478,'178,773 as compared with $422,101,-
019 in ] 961 second quarter. 

The previous earnings record for a quarter was set 
in the first three months of 1962 when IBl\!I earned 
·W56,264,982 on gross revenues of $153,226,278. 

VII. BIG FIVE COMPUTER VENDORS 
FACE.TO·FACE 

Patrick J. McGovern, Assistant Editor 

Elsewhere in this issue Lacy Goostree, the computer 
marketing chief for General Electric, describes the all
out race for the data processing market among the 
leading five computer builders. Therefore, when 
these five-I.B.M., Sperry-Rand, R.C.A., Nlinncap'olis
Honeywell, and G.E.-all send top-level sales-minded 
executives to participate in a discussion around the 
same table, one has good reason to suspect a real 
Donnybrook is in the making. 

This lInlikcly evcnt occlIrrcd rcccntly at the Ameri
can Managclllcllt Association Briefing Scssion on Com
puter Economics at the I-Iotcl Astor in Ncw York in 
Junc. Prcslllllably, the scvcnty-fivc or so executives 
who attcndcd this session had rathcr immediate 
thollghts about rcnting, leasing, or purchasing a 
computer for their firms. One suspected that there 
could hardly be a more select audience to which a 
main frame vendor would desire to report the Com
pany's thinking. Surprisingly enough, very little in 
the way of a direct sales pitch was presented by any 
of the manufacturers. However, what they did say, 
raised many eyebrows. 

C. Garrison, Jr., the Director of Marketing for 
I.B.M., started off the discussion by describing results 
of an independent survey of computer users. '!\Then 
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asked, "'!\That factors influenced most strongly your 
choice of a computer?", the queried users responded 
most frequently (and not unsuspectedly) that they 
chose the computer that offered the greatcst antici
pated pay-off in clerical savings. Other reasons given, 
in order of frequency, were: 

the reputation of the manufacturer 

maintenance factor 

comparison of costs 

purchase prestige 

product support 

compatibility with existing systems 

error-checking characteris tics 

Ninety per cent of the users reported that they had 
realized the savings estimated in the original com
puter study. However, many of the users expressed 
dissatisfaction with the "warm-up time", the period 
between the initial installation of the computer and 
when the company first ,began to get usable results. 
The users reported, however, very little net unemploy
ment in their companies due to the introduction of 
EDP. 

'!\Then asked, "'!\That would you do if you could do 
it all over again?" the users' responses included: 

- let the union in on the decision 

start with a centralized rather than a de
centralized system 

stronger emphasis on employee training 

allow for later introduction of new technical 
developments 

The two principal complaints voiced by the users 
were (1) the lack of well-trained technical people as 
manufacturer's representatives, and (2) the tendency 
[or computer vendors to oversell the application of 
EDP to a customer. 

K. McCombs, Finance Nlanager of G.E.'s Computer 
Division, followed with some complaints of his own 
about computer customers. He said that many o[ 
them were known to lead the manufacturer on to the 
point of doing a complete systems study of the poten
tial customer's operation, they would then find that 
the systems study revealed so many ways of improving 
the company's operation immediately, without a com
puter, that they lost their interest in the manu
facturer's hardware. 

He also said that the customer must be ready to 
develop a capable in-house staff to run the computer 
installation. Consulting firms and the manufacturer's 
staff can help, of course, but, Mr. McCombs empha
sized that the customer will never be satisfied with his 
computer installation as long as he has to hang onto 
their apron strings for technically competent people. 
The customer needs to have his own personnel under
stand both the information flow pattern, and thc 
microscopic structure of the software package. 

Ed NlcCollister, the EDP Division NIarketing Vice 
President for R.C.A., drew the audience's attention 
back to the remark by C. Garrison that 90% of 
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IBM asks basic questions in information retrieval 
~ 

What is known? 

FUEL CELLS 
bv 11,,''''011 A. Liebl.a/.ku Meldn, velence electrons do wor" 

be'ore they're ceptured by o1ly,en 
is the most direct wey to convert 
chemice' Into electrlce' ener,y. 
But e"ectlve cells seem yee,. ewey 

IN BRIEF: Like the ordinary battfrY. tI.e 
Iud ('ell is a IOU··l loltage Bourct 0/ dl',' un
like the battery. the fuel rell don not 310rt 
energy hut merel" ("fHlt'l'I'ts it. Id,ally. it 
has most 01 tlte advalltagts 0/ the battf'TII
.'umparlnf'BS, tlO tllfll.:i"U paris, ,oundlus
"nil: has a disadvautage in it. need lor 
0(,,.'1180"1/ luel supply a"d oxide unIOval 
.pptU'otus; and has a 1'lumber 01 unique 
t'irtut::B -st,adll ()utput withuut "trharging, 
10llg lift. and operation on air and C07lvrn .. 
tional /ueIB. It can use tlltst .latltr more 
,ffitiently than ~onventi(mal DenHator. 
btrause, unlike them, it ~onvfrt. the entTDI! 
of fuel oxidation directll! into tlutricitll. 

The theOl.'1I ill simple: t'altn(', e'f('trml. 01 
• conllentional fUfl are lor(·td to do work en 
route to the oxidation product. But pral'tire 
U bedeviled bl! ttchnical demand. that are 
difficult to JUett one at (I tim,. let alone all 
.t onl'e. Still. after 4 centur" of failure to 
develop a practical fuel cell, ,'utnt work htu 
led to a handful of devitt. that ·t('ork 'well 
,11ough to merit attention.-T. M. 

• Since the Second World War. and larllely 
because of military and space needs for new 
enerl'Y sources, there has been a tremendoua 
expansion of fuel-cell research here and 

the8e valence electrons can be made to do m~e
ful work bffore they come to rest in the oxida
tion products-it they are caught in Hight, 80 

to apeak--chemical energy can be converted 
directly into electrical energy. and the inter
m~diate conversion to heat disappears. 

H •• " •• rt. 
A fuel cell, like any other electrochemical 

cell, contains two electrodes (the anode and 
the cathode). These are joined externally by a 
metallic circuit through which the valence 
electronll from the fuel flow, and internally by 
a conductlnl' medium «the electrolyte) throUlh 
which ions now to complete the circuit. 

In the hydrollen fuel cell of Fill. 3. the.e 
component parlA are labeled, and the IIUb-

8tancea involved in the reaction at each elec
trode are indicated. The",e are the electrode 
reactiona: 

~:t~~e 0, + 411 + + ~!.., ~ ~U:O + 4e-

Over-all 0, + 2H, = 2H,0 
Note that the over-all reaction, which is the 
equation for combustion of hydrogen, has in it 
no charl'ed 8pecies. But the electrode reactions 
involve two charled species, the hydrogen ion 
H + (here written without ita water of hydra
tion) and the electron e-. The electron works 

This 4000-word article appeared in the January, 7962, issue 
oj International Science and Technology. To abstract 
the article, a document analyst would read it, define its 
purpose, and summarize its essential points. 

Each year in the physical and life sciences, some 
50,000 technical journals will be published through
out the world. 100,000 research reports and 60,000 
technical books will also be written. Somewhere in 
this mass of knowledge may be information you 
need. To tell what is known-and where to find it
IBM is investigating systems for the dissemination, 
storage, and retrieval of information. 

To create an advanced information retrieval system, 
labels must be found for all useful information in 
documents. With conventional library indexing, it 
is difficult to make allowance for new kinds of 
knowledge. However, computers let us use more 
versatile methods of indexing. In one of these, the 
KWIC INDEX (Key Word In Context), a computer 
selects significant terms in the titles of documents, 
then prints them out as index entries. 

Once indexed, characteristics of documents' con
tents can be used to notify people of their existence. 
The Selective Dissemination of Information systcrn 
at IBM stores profiles describing individuals' inter
ests. A new document's key words are matched 
against key words in a person's profile. If there is 
sufficient correlation, he is informed of the docu
rllent. Profile matching can also be used to retrieve 
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S+T3O FUEL CELLS BY HERMAN A. L1EBHAFSKY 

FOR YEARS, SUCH FAMILIAR ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS AS DANIEL 
CELLS, DRY CELLS, AND STORAGE BATTERIES HAVE BEEN DIRECT-
LY CONVERTING INTO ELECTRICITY THE FREE ENERGY OF OXIDA
TION OR IN THE CHEMIST'S BROAD SENSE OF OXIDATION AS THE 
ADDING OF OXYGEN OR ANY OTHER ELECTRO-NEGATIVE ATOM OR 
GROUP. 

THE SUBSTANCES THAT ORDINARY BATTERIES CONSUME AT THEIR 
ANODES ARE THE ANODES THEMSELVES, WHICH ARE EXPENSIVE 
METALS SUCH AS ZINC, MAGNESIUM, OR LEAD, OR EVEN SODIUM -
CERTAINLY NOT THE INEXPENSIVE FOSSIL FUELS THAT FUEL CELLS 
ARE INTENDED TO CONSUME, SUCH AS COAL AND HYDROCARBONS, AND 
SUBSTANCES EASILY DERIVED FROM THEM, LIKE HYDROGEN, CARBON 
MONOXIDE, AND THE SIMPLER ALCOHOLS. 

THE ACTUAL EFFICIENCY OF A FUEL CELL IS NECESSARILY LESS 
THAN THE IDEAL, BECAUSE THE ACTUAL ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE IS 
ALWAYS LESS THAN THE IDEAL DUE TO IRREVERSIBLE CHANGES IN 
THE ACTIVATION-ENERGY BARRIERS TO HIGH ELECTRODE ACTIVITY, 
THE INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF THE ELECTROLYTE TO IONIC MOBILITY, 
AND LOCAL CHANGES IN THE ELECTROLYTE'S CONCENTRATION AND 
COMPOSITION. 

IN 1842, GROVE SAID OF HIS HYDROGEN-OXYGEN CELLS.· AS THE 
CHEMICAL OR CATALYTIC ACTION ••• COULD ONLY BE SUPPOSED TO 
TAKE PLACE ••• AT THE LINE OR WATERMARK WHERE THE LIQUID, GAS 
AND PLATINA (PLATINUM) MET, THE CHIEF DIFFICULTY WAS TO 
OBTAIN ANYTHING LIKE A NOTABLE SURFACE OF ACTION. 

IN SEPTEMBER, K. SCHWABE OF THE INSTITUTE FOR ELEKTROCHEMI~ 
AND PHYSIKALISCHE CHEMIE OF THE TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE IN 
DRESDEN ANNOUNCED THAT PREPARATORY GAMMA, AND EVEN BETTER, 
BETA, IRRADIATION OF ELECTRODE SURFACES INCREASED THEIR 
ACTIVITY. 

This abstract was prepared by an IBM computer. The text 
was first coded in machine language. The computer then 
counted key words, and printed out sentences having the 
greatest statistical significance. 

information by storing documents and feeding key
word queries through the system. 

At present it is relatively difficult to get text into 
machine-readable form. However, the development 
of high-speed optical character readers, automatic 
language translators, and improved methods of cap
turing linguistic information at the source may 
make it possible to introduce information directly 
into retrieval systems. Once harvested, vast quanti
ties of information will present storage problems. 
IBM is investigating random-access photostorage 
systems capable of storing millions of documents 
and retrieving them in seconds. Out of systems like 
these may come total information centers which will 
acquaint scientists and businessmen with all the in
formation needed in their work. 

If you have been scarching- for an opportunity to 
make important contributions in information retrie
val, component cng-inccring, optics, space systems, 
or any of the other fields in which IBM scientists and 
engineers are finding answers to basic questions, please 
contact us. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
Write to: Manager of Professional Employment, 
IBM Corporation, Department 539U, 590 Madison 
Avenue, New York 22, New York. 
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computer users had realized the savings anticipated 
in their original computer studies. He said that, in 
view of the large losses of computer builders to date, 
a paraphrase of a remark of Winston Churchill's 
might apply, "Never before have so few given so 
much to so many." 

He said that it was clear to most people that 
this kind of distribution of profits and losses in the 
computer field between buyers and builders was un
healthy, and that it was not likely to continue. He 
estimated that the total cumulative loss of computer 
manufacturers already approaches the sum of the two 
biggest corporate losses in business history, i.e., Ford 
lVIotor Co.'s Edsel model, and General Dynamics' 
Convair Jet. 

Some of the reasons for this uncomfortable situa
tion are well known, he said. One of the primary 
causes is the long lead time in picking up the full 
selling price for a computer because of leasing agree
ments extending over three to five years. However, 
one of the less known reasons is that nearly all manu
facturers have been plagued with increasing demands 
for free services from potential computer customers. 
McCollister said that although computers are priced 
by. their manufacturers at a reasonable profit margin, 
thIS demand for free services, when satisfied, makes 
severe cuts into the profit picture of any manufac
turer. He said that the manufacturer's proposal 
itself was a heavy expense, and that when the cus
to~er allows an outside consultant to give specifi
catIOns for the computer system, it results in sub
stantial savings for the vendor. 

All manufacturers are well aware, he said, that 
computers are today offered to a buyers' market, and 
they have all met up with the type of customer who 
wants to draw as much blood as possible. 'Today, he 
said, the vendor is not only asked, "vVhat is the price 
of your computer?", but also 

How much of the pick-and-shovel detailed 
programming are you going to do for us? 

What special technical assistance will be 
provided before and after the computer 
installation? 

'I\Till you guarantee repayment of any losses 
resulting from systems changeover? 

'Vill your company undertake the pro
gramming for a complete inventory control 
problem? 

J\fcCollister said that he supports gcncral price com
petition, hut not .w:it:ctivc price competition. He said 
that th~s l:esu!ts in customers being treated unequally, 
and tlus IS a very undesirable situation for the com
puter field. He stated, "I think that we would all 
agree that this situation is a bad thing. The answer, 
t?en, is to eliminate this particular infection by put
tIng everyone on an equal basis by pricing services 
separately from the product. Then the customer can 
make his choice, and everyone is treated alike. More
over, this would provide a more open field for con
sultants, which in my view would be a real tonic." 

Jay Schnakel, the Vice Pres. of Remington Rand 
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UNIVAC, struck much the same theme when he re
marked that technical support to the computer 
installation should be much more a customer function 
than at present, and that consulting firms should also 
have a bigger share of the technical assistance. He said 
that it is not natural that some computer vendors keep 
so close to the internal workings of the customer's 
company for long periods of time. He felt that this 
was a danger to the vendor's over-all competitive posi
tion. He said that the rate of introduction of the new 
computers in the years ahead will be strongly influ
enced by the rate at which the price of large-scale 
memories drop. However, he remarked, one still finds 
customers who think that they are not using their 
computer efficiently unless every memory register is 
occupied. They are still concerned about unused core 
memory. 

Walter Finke, President of Honeywell EDP Divi
sion, drew a warm response to his telling of the story 
of a battered Yankee captain during the Revolutionary 
War whose boat was in the middle of a bad pounding 
from a huge British warship. When John Paul Jones 
waved the flag and shouted, "We have not yet begun 
to fight," he shouted with anguish, "There is always 
some SOB who hasn't gotten the word." He added 
t?at manufacturers were being asked to supply exces
SIve amounts of technical assistance to computer 
customers, but that both parties shared a common 
problem-how does one obtain a sufficient number 
of good programmers? 

The discussion that followed the talks brought out 
the fact that among others the manufacturers are 
watching with some trepidation the moves of the U. S. 
government toward estalblishing government com
puter service centers to handle the computing work 
of various governmental agencies, rather than main
taining bureau by bureau computer sections. The 
first move in this direction will be made in Phila
delphia where the government will set up its first 
"computer service center" next year to test the merits 
of this approach. There is concern that this centralized 
set-up will take a big cut out of potential computer 
sales to the government. 

--
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CALENDAR OF 
August 9-11, 1962: Northwest Computing Association 

Annual Conference, Seattle, Wash.; contact Robert 
Smith, Conference Director, Box 836, Seahurst, Wash. 

Aug. 21-24, 1962: 1962 Western Electronic Show and 
Convention, California Memorial Sports Arena and 
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.; contact Wes
con Business Office, c/o Technical Program Chairman, 
1435 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 35, Calif. 

Aug. 27-Sept. 1, 1962: 2nd International Conference on 
Information Processing, Munich, Germany; contact Mr. 
Charles W. Adams, Charles W. Adams Associates, Inc., 
142 the Great Road, Bedford, Mass. 

Sept. 3-7, 1962: International Symp. on Information 
Theory, Free Univ. of Brussels, Brussels, Belgium; con
tact Bruce B. Barrow, Postbus 174, Den Haag, Nether
lands 

Sept. 3-8, 1962: First International Congress on Chemical 
Machinery, Chemical Engineering and Automation, Brno, 
Czechoslovakia; contact Organizing Committee for the 
First International Congress on Chemical Machinery, 
Engineering and Automation, Vystaviste 1, Brno, Czech
oslovakia. 

Sept. 4-7, 1962: British Computer Society Annual Con
ference, Cardiff, South Wales (immediately after 
I.F.I.P. Congress in Munich); contact G. J. Morris, In
ternational Computers & Tabulators Ltd., Putney Bridge 
House, London, S.W. 6, England 

Sept. 19-20, 1962: 11th Annual Industrial Electronics 
Symposium, Hotel Sheraton, Chicago, Ill.; contact Ed. A. 
Roberts, Comptometer Corp., 5600 Jarvis Ave., Chicago 
48, Ill. 

Sept. 19-21, 1962: 7th National Conference of the Bendix 
G-15 Users Exchange Organization, Shaaton Hotel, 
Philadelphia, Pa.; contact Dr. Arthur 1. Squyres, Chair
man, Bendix G-15 Users Exchange Organization, E. I. 
du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Eastern Laboratory, 
Gibbstown, N. J. 

Sept. 19-22, 1962: Institute on Information Retrieval, 
Univ. of Minn., Minneapolis 14, Minn.; contact Director, 
Center for Continuation Study, Univ. of Minn., Min
neapolis 14, Minn . 

Sept. 20-21, 1962: JUG-CODASYL Decision Tables Sym
posium, Barbizon Plaza Hotel, New York, N. Y.; contact 
1. V. Parent, Trunkline Gas Co., P. O. Box 1642, 
Houston 1, Tex. 

Oct. 2-4, 1962: National Symposium on Space Elec. & 
Telemetry, Fountainbleu Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla.; con
tact Dr. Arthur Rudolph, Army Ballistic Missile Agency, 
R&D Op. Bldg. 4488, Redstone Arsenal, Ala. 

Oct. 8-10, 1962: National Electronics Conference, Ex
position Hall, Chicago, Ill.; contact National Elec. 
Conf., 228 N. LaSalle, Chicago, Ill. 

Oct. 8-26, 1962: Seminar in Search Strategy, Drexel Inst. 
of Technology, Philadelphia, Pa.; contact Mrs. M. H. 
Davis, Seminar in Search Strategy, Graduate School of 
Library Science, Drexel Inst. of Technology, Philadel
phia 4, Pa. 

Oct. 15-18, 1962: Conference on Signal Recording on 
Moving Magnetic Media, The Hungarian Society for 
Optics, Acoustics and Cinetechnics, Budapest, Hungary; 
contact Optikai, Akusztikai, es Filmtechnikai Egyesukt, 
Szabadsag ter 17, Budapest V, Hungary 

Oct. 15-18, 196'2: Instrument Society of America's 17th 
Annual Instrument-Automation Conference and Exhibit, 
New York Coliseum and Hotel New Yorker, New York, 

C:()~II'{JTERS and AUTOMATION for August, 1962 

COMING EVENTS 
N. Y.; contact D. R. Stern, Publicity Mgr., Instrument 
Society of America, Penn Sheraton Hotel, 530 W m. Penn 
Pl., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

Oct. 24-25, 1962: 1962 Computer Applications Sym
posium, sponsored by Armour Research Foundation of 
the Ill. Inst. of Technology, Morrison Hotd, Chicago, 
II!.; contact Ed I-Jansen, Ill. Inst. of Technology, 35 W. 
33 St., Chicago 16, Ill. 

Oct. 24-26, 1962: Cooperating Users' Exchange Meeting, 
Los Angeles, Calif.; contact A. P. Jensen, Vice Pres., 
CUE, Georgia Inst. of Technology, Rich Electronic 
Computer Center, Atlanta 13, Ga. 

Oct. 29-Nov. 2, 1962: 9th Institute on Electronics in 
Management, The American University, Washington, 
D. C.; contact Dr. Lowell H. Hattery, Director, 9th 
Inst. on Electronics in Management, The American Uni
versity, 1901 F St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. 

Oct. 30-31, 1962: Conference on Eng. Tech. in Missile & 
Spaceborne Computers, Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, 
Calif.; contact William Gunning, EPSCO-West, 240 E. 
Palais Rd., Anaheim, Calif. 

Nov. 4-7, 1962: 15th Annual Conf. on Elec. Tech. in 
Medicine and Biology, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, 
IlL; contact Dr. J. E. Jacobs, 624 Lincoln Ave., Evans
ton, Ill. 

Nov. 5-7, 1962: NEREM (Northeast Res. & Engineering 
Meeting), Commonwealth Armory, Somerset Hotel, 
Boston, Mass.; contact NEREM-IRE Boston Office, 313 
Washington St., Newton, Mass. 

Dec. 4-5, 1962: Eastern Joint Computer Conference, 
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. 

.. ELAPSED TIME 
00000 
~0214 

Now available for the firsttil11e~ .. 

PRINTED RECOROSO~G~MPUI~;~ 
ELAPSED ANOPROOESSiIlMHS 
perjgb ..... on 
Tab;nards! 

Also ••• TOTAL elapsed and functional (productive 
processing') times a})pcar on tamper-proof visible 
rcad-outs ... alI ill /1O/lfS ••• fclIlIlS ••• IlIlcl hlllldredths. 

NEW ••• STANJ)AHU INSTHLJl\IENT PJ2 PRINTER 
gives you the complete, accurate story on every job 
••• and at low cost. 

Write lor lull information regarcling your own systems requirements '0: 

standard INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
• 657 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 12, N. Y. 

Represented only by 
MONITOR SERVICE CORP. DATA-TIME CORP._ 
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COMPUTER 
RESEARCH 
ENGINEERS & 
LOGICAL 
DESIGNERS 

Rapid expansion of the Computer 
Laboratory at Hughes-Fullerton has 
created several attractive profes
siohal opportunities for qualified 
Computer Research Engineers and 
Logical Designers. These positions 
require active participation in bre>ad 
computer R &. D activities in con
nection with Army/Navy computer 
S"ystems and new large-scale, general
purpose computers. These multiple 
processor computers utilize advanced 
solid-state circuitry, gating and reso
lution times in the millimicrosecond 
regions; combine synchronous and 
asynchronous techniques for maxi-

_ mum speed and reliability. 

These professional assignments 
involve broad areas of logical design, 
programming and system conception. 
Fields of interest include: 

• Distributed computers. Ad
vanced arithmetic processing 
techniques. Mechanized design 
• Asynchronous design tech
niques. Utilization of parame
trons in computers. Studies in 
the utilization of multiple proces
sor computers. 

These professional assignments 
involve such R &. D areas as: 
- Solid state digital circuitry 
involving millimicrosecond logic 
- Microwave carrier digital circuits 
- Sub-microsecond core memory 
- Thin film storage techniques 
- Functional circuit concepts 
- Micro-miniaturization concepts 
- Tunnel diodes - Microwave pa-
rametrons - C.ircuit organization 
for maximal-speed computing. 
Located in Southern California's 
Orange County (the nation's fastest 
growing electronics center), Hughes
Fullerton offers you: a stimulating 
working environment; private or semi
private offices; long-term stability. 
CALL COLLECT TODAY! 
For complete information on these 
challenging assignments, call us col
lect today! Ask for: 
Mr. J. E. TENNEY at: 
TRojan 1-4080, ext. 3741. 

Or, airmail resume to: HUGHES
FULLERTON R &. D, P. O. Box 2097, 
Fullerton 1, California. 

An equal opportunity employer. 

r-------------------i 

HUGHES 
L ___________________ J 

NEW PATENTS 
RAYMOND R. SKOLNICK 

Reg. Patent Agent 

Ford Inst. Co., Div. of Sperry Rand 
Corp., Long Island City 1, New York 

The following is a compilation 
of patents pertaining to computer 
and associated equipment from the 
"Official Gazette of the U. S. Pat
ent Office," elates of issue as incli
cated. Each entry consists of patent 
number / inventor(s) / assignee / 
invention. Printed copies of pat
ents may be obtained from the U. S. 
Commissioner of Patents, Washing
ton 25, D. C., at a cost of 25 cents 
each. 

March 6, 1962 (cont'd) 
3,024,445 I Arnold M. Spielberg, Haddon

field, and JohnF. P,age, Barrington, 
N. J. I R.C.A., a corp. of Del. I An in
formation transferring system. 

3,024,446 I Nathaniel R. Kornfield, Oam
den, N. ]. I Burroughs Corp., Detroi,t, 
Mich. lOne core per bit shift reg
ister. 

March 13, 1962 
3,025,409 I Richard L. White, Skokie, Ill. 

I Hoffman Electl'Onics Corp., a corp. of 
Calif. I Logic Circuits or the like. 

3,025,411 I William G. Rumble, Van 
Nuys, Calif. I R.C.A_, a corp. of Del. 
I A drive circuit for a computer mem
ory. 

3,025,497 I Erik G. Westerberg, Stock
holm, Sweden I Aktiebolaget Altvida
bergs Industrier, A1tvidaberg, Sweden. 
I A magnetic memory shift register. 

3,025,498 I Edwin O. Blodgett, Rochester, 
N. Y. I Commercial Controls Corp., 
Rochester, N. Y. I A data colleoting 
system. 

3,025,500 I George R. Hoffman, Sale, and 
Michael A. Maclean, Manchester, Eng. 
I I.B.M. Corp., New York, N. Y. / An 
electromagentic storage and switching 
arrangement. 

3,025,501 I Lyle G. Thompson, Broomall, 
Pa. I Burroughs Corp., Detl'Oit, Mich. 
I A magnetic core logical system. 

3,025,503 I Kenneth E. Perry, Newton, 
Mass. I Minneapolis-Honeywell Reg. 
Co., a corp. of Del. I An information 
storage record 'and apparatus. 

March 20, 1962 
3,026,033 I David L. Spooner, Columbus, 

Ohio I Industrial Nucleonics Corp., a 
corp. of Ohio I Means for digiltally in
dicating fraotions of an analog signal. 

3,026,034 I John F. Couleur, Fayetteville, 
N. Y. I G.E. Co., a corp. of N. Y. I 
A binary to decimal conversion system. 

3,026,035 I John F. Couleur, Fayetteville, 
N. Y. I G.E. Co., a corp. of N. Y. I A 
decimal to binary conversion system. 

3,026,036 I John W. Haanstra and Roy L. 
I-Iuag, San Jose, Murray L. Lesser, Palo 
Alto, and Louis D. Stevens and William 
W. Woodbury, San Jose, Calif. I I.B.M. 
Corp., New York, N. Y. I A data trans
fer mechanism. 

3,026,420 I Richard L. Whitely, Haddon
field, N. J. I R.C.A., a corp. of Del. I 
A magnetic switching and storing device. 

3,026,421 I Hewitt D. Crane, Palo Alto, 
and David R. Bennion, Lomar Mar, 
Calif. I Burroughs Corporation, De
Itroit, Mich. I A core device for per
forming logical functions. 

WHO'S WHO IN THE 
COMPUTER FIELD

CUMULATIVE EDITION, 
1962 

Computers and Automation will 
publish this summer a cumulative 
edition of "Who's Who in the 
Computer Field." 

If you are interested in com
puters, please fill in the following 
Who's Who entry form (which may 
be copied on any piece of paper) 
and send it to us for your free 
listing. If you have friends in the 
computer field, please call their 
attention to sending us their Who's 
Who entries. The cumulative edi
tion will include only the entries 
of persons who send us their Who's 
Who information. 

Name? (please print) 

Your Address? ................ __ ................ .. 

Your Organization? ....................... . 

Its Address? .............. _ .......... ____ .......... _ 

Your Title? ....................................... _ 

Your Main Computer Interests? 
( ) Applications 
( ) Business 
( ) Construction 
( ) Design 
( ) Electronics 
( ) Logic 
( ) Mathematics 
( ) Programming 
( ) Sales 
( ) Other (specify): 

Year of birth? .......................... _ ........ . 
College or last school? .................. .. 
Year entered the computer field? ... . 
Occupation? ..................................... . 
Anything else? (publications, dis-
tinctions, etc.) ................................... . 

When you have filled in this 
entry form please send it to: Who's 
Who Editor, Computers and Auto
mation, 815 Washington Street, 
Newtonville 60, Mass. 
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IN THE 

Who? 
COMPUTER FIELD 

What? Where? 

Answers, 
Basic Source Information, 

Available to You from 

COMPUTERS 
and AUTOMATION 
DIRECTORY: 

Thc Computer Directory and Buy
ers' Guide, 1962, 160 pages long (the 
June 1962 issue of COMPUTERS 
AND AUTOMATION), containing 
the following reference information: 

Roster of Organizations in the Computer Field 
Roster of Products and Services: Buyers' Guide 

to the Computer Field 
Survey of Computing Services 
Survey of Consulting Services 
Descriptions of Digital Computers 
Survey of Commercial Analog Computers 
Survey of Special Purpose Computers 

and Data Processors 
Automatic Computing Machinery

List of Types 
Components of Automatic Computing 

Machinery - List of Types 
Over 500 Areas of Application of Computers 
Computer Users Groups - Roster 
Roster of School, College, and University 

Computer Centers 
Robots - Roster of Organiz;1tioIH 
Roster of Computer Associations 

Directory • $12.00 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND EXPRES
SIONS IN THE COMPUTER FIELD: 
Over 860 careful, clear, understandable 

definitions. 5th cumulative edition ... $3.95 
(10 or more copies, 200/0 discount) 

BACK COPIES: 
for cleven years of publication: $1.50 each, 

except Directory issues, June 1955 to June 
1961, $5.00 each. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
U.S.A. one year, $15.00; two years, $29.00; 

add 50c per year for Canada, $1. 5 0 per year 
elsewhere. 

BULK SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
These rates apply to prepaid subscriptions 

to COMPUTERS and AUTOMATION 
coming in together direct to the publisher. 

BULK SUBSCRIPTION RATES 

(U1lited States) 
Rates for Each 

Number of Subscription, and 
Simultaneous Resulting Saving: 
Subscriptions One Year Two Years 

7 or more $11.40 - 24 % $20.00 - 31 (l/c) 
4 to (, 12.60 - 16 22.00 - 24 

3 13.65- 9 24.30-1(, 
14.25 - 5 2(,,40 - 9 

for C.1I1.111.l, add 50 cents for each year; out
side of the United States and Canada, add 
$1.50 for each year. 

SClld Ilrellilid orders or requests for 
11101'(' ill/or1llation to: 

COMPUTERS and AUTOMATION 
81 f \'1ashington St., NewtlJIlville 60, Mass. 

If I/O! salis/actor)', refllruable ill selle11 days 
for full refund. 

--------------

For computers, data 
processing, and other 
readout applications, 
DIALCO offers 

The complete line of 

DATALITES® 
Ultra-miniature DATALITES are available in several 
basic styles: CARTRIDGE HOLDERS that accommodate 
DIALeo's own replaceable Neon or Incandescent 
LAMP CARTRIDGES. Unit mounts in 3/8" clearance 
hole ... For multi-indication, LAMP CARTRIDGES are 
mounted on a DATA STRIP or DATA MATRIX in any 
required configuration ... DATALITES with permanent 
(not replaceable) Neon Lamps may be had with or without built-in resistors ... The 
"DATA CAP" series features a rotatable read-out lens cap; accommodates a clear 
(colorless) cartridge. LEGENDS may be hot-stamped on cylindrical lenses ... Styles 
shown here are only typical. Send for information on the complete line. 

Write for B-page Datalite Brochure L-160C. ;.;..----------

60 STEWART AVE., BROOKLYN 37, N. Y .• Area Code 212, HYacinth 7-7600 
Booths 948-949 at the WESCON Show 

:I,()~Ii .. I~~ / (;\\'ilyllt i'hylip-Jones, Har
w\\', LOlldoll, Ellg. / G.E. Co. Lim., 
LOlldoll, Ellg. / ;\ transistor shift reg
ister with blockillg oscilator stages. 

3,026,499 / Adam Chaimowicz, Stevenage, 
Eng. / International Computers and 
Tabulators Lim., London, England / 
An information storage apparatus. 

3,026,500 / Michael May, Santa ~[onica, 
and Daniel L. Curtis, Manhattan Beach, 
Calif. / Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver 
City, Calif. / An electronic circuit for 
selectivity shifting the time position of 
digital data. 

March 27, 1962 
3,027,079 / Taylor C. Fletcher and Law

rence M. Silva, Fullerton, Calif. / Beck
man Instruments Inc., Fullerton, Calif. 
I A data handling system. 

3,027,082 / Shih Chieh Chao, San Jose, 
Calif. / LB.M. Corp., New York, N. Y. 
/ A digital apparatus for adding and 
multiplying. 

3,027,465 / Bernard A. DiLorenzo, Wal
tham, and Walter R. Andersoll, \Vest 
Newbury, Mass. / Sylvania Ekcl ric 
ProduGts, Inc., -Wilmingtoll, Del. / :\ 
logic "nor" circuit with speed·up ca· 
pacitors having added series ClIITCllt 
limiting resistor to prevellt false outputs. 

3,027,547 / Fritz E. Fwchlich. ~Iorris
town, N . .1. / Bcll Tekpholle Lah., IIIC., 

New York, N. Y. / .\ maglletic core 
circuit. 

3,027,5,19 / James n. Allcn, Jr., Santa 
Clara COUllt)', Calif. / LB.M. Corp., 
New York, N. Y. / A magnetic trans
ducer. 

3,027.550 / Rohert C. Lee, Madison, and 
John J. Yostpille, Livingston, N. J. / 
Bell Telephone Lab., Inc., New York, 

N. Y. / A signal pulse detector and 

register. April 3, 1962 

3,028,081 / John R. Knight, Poughkeepsie, 
N. Y. / I.B.~I. Corp., New York, N. Y. 
I A remote reader system. 

3,1)28,085 / John F. Donan, Reseda, Ralph 
R. Powell, Los Angeles, and Chris A. 
Christoff, San Gabriel, Calif. / Clary 
Corp., San Gabriel, Calif. / An elec
tronic calculating apparatus. 

3,028,08G / Huberto M. Sierra, Santa 
Clara, Calif. / LB.M. Corp., New York, 
N. Y. / A division system apparatus. 

3,028,087 / Charles A. Walton, Owego, 
N. Y. / I.B.1\1. Corp., New York, N. Y. 
/ A numeric multiplier system. 

3,028,088 / Bradford Dunham, Poughkeep
sie, N. Y. / I.B.~I. Corp., New York, 
N. Y. / ;\ mUltipurpose bias logical de
vice. 

:\.()~H,:lO!l / Erwin S. Teltscher. Forest 
llills alld COllstantine G. Valavanis, 
Ihookl),lI. ;\I. Y. / Sperry Rand Corp., 
Ford Illst ntlllcnt Co. Div., New York, 
~. Y. / .\ transistorized wave shape 
( oll\'erter. 

:\,()~H,:I:ll / Frank Secretan, -West Los An
gt'les, Calif. / Collins Radio Co., Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa I A digital phase storage 
circuit. 

:\.()~H,:l83 / James E. Fernekees, Wap
pingers Falls, and Leonard Roy Harper, 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. I LB.M. Corp., 
Ncw York, N. Y. / An information 
storage calculation system. 

April 10, 1962 
3,028,659 / Wen Tsillg Chow. Syosset, and 

'Villiam H. I1emi('h, Woodhury, N. Y. 
I Americall Bos('h ,\ rill a Corp., a corp. 
of N. Y. / ;\ ~to\'agl' mat rix board for 
digital ('OlItPlltl·IS. 
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.. . THE PHllCO 212 SYSTEM IS HERE NOW! 

1 

[D[f~[f: rb\rlEWd~ 

[D ~~ § ~ ~o~ lE ~ ~ ~ [E ~ 
~ ~~ [D r lE ~ b\ II ~ [D ~ ~ 

~~ r~[i)~~~ll~[D~~ ~ 

~lE[Ell§ §r[E~~~ 

~ C~J c:: CG G'~ U COJ 0 S [P [2: R G~ ([) ~ L'v'J [\l~] «~[Z 2 
On July 12th a Philco 212 ran this program* in 82 seconds. 

DIMENSION THETA (1200), KMAX = 1200 61 EMDT = EMD * TP 
THETAP (1200), BEG (1200) STEP = .5 * 8.64 E4 BEG (J) = ALPHA! 

PAUSE 11111 20 TIMD = O. 1 (EMO - EMDT) 
0011 K= 1,1000 TIME = O. GO TO 10 
B = -1.818 DO 10 J = 1, KMAX 63 BEG (J) = O. 
EM 0 = .223 E-4 TP = TIME - TIMD TIMD = T2 - Tl 
ALPHA = 4.089 THETA (J) = ALPHA + 8 * TIME 10 TIME = TIME + STEP 
EMO = 1500. THETAP (J) = THETA (J) 11 CONTINUE 
T1 = O. IF (T1 - TIME) 60,61,61 PAUSE 17777 
T2 = o. 60 IF (T2 - TIME) 61,61,63 END (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 
8 = 8 * 1.E-7 

"Program written by a Philco customer in FORTRAN source language for 211 computer timing purposes, and run on a 212 at Willow Grove, Penna. 

G'Jl?:~~'5 AL\'1 n~JVnuAun(Q)L\1 U(Q) 6~~ lrG-JE 2-il2 OL\'l l-\CuOOL\'l ~ 

Call in, write in or walk in today_ Philco invites you to see the 212 System, 

newest addition to Philco's 2000 series. 

PIJ/lCO'S ON TIlE MOrtf! PH I LeQ 
A SUBSIDIARY OF ~tor71~ 

Computer Division, 3900 Welsh Road, Willow Grove, Penna. 

Phone: 215·0L 9·7700 



GLOSSARY OF COMPUTER· TERMS 
Computers and Automation's Fifth Edition of the 

Clossary of Terms in Computers and Data Processing 
96 pages long, this edition contains over 860 computer terms and expressions 

with their definitions, EXPLAINED so that people new to the computer field can 
understand them. (Our previous edition, October, 1956, contained 490 terms.) 
This is an invaluable guide to "understanding your way around" the compu.ter 
field. Returnable for full refund within 10 days if not satisfactory. . $3.95 

Special Combination Offer: 
Each monthly issue of Computers and Automation contains 12 additional 

pages of "News of Computers and Data Processors: ACROSS THE EDITOR'S 
DESK." Of course, articles, ideas, forum, reference information, surveys, etc., are 
all there still; and the June issue is the annual edition of "THE COMPUTER 
DIRECTORY AND BUYERS' GUIDE." Regular subscription rate, U. S. A., 
one year, $15.00. 

SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER: both our Glossary and Computers 
and Automation for one year. . . $15.00. You save $3.95, over 20%. 

.......................... MAIL THIS COUPON, OR A COpy OF IT 1 ....... ' .... 1 .. 1111 ...... 

To: COMPUTERS AND A UTOMA TION 
815 Washington St., RII0, Newtonville 60, Mass. 

o Please send me the Glossary. I enclose $3.95. 

o Please send me the special combination offer of both Computers and 
Automation for one year and the Glossary. I enclose $15.00. 

My name and address are attached. 

'1111 ............................................................................... , ............. , .. , ......... . 

3,029,412 / Carl D. Southard. Endicott, 
N. Y. / I.E.lVI. Corp., New York, N. Y. 
/ A data input-output control mechanis. 

3,029,414 / Henry W. Schrimpf, Waltham, 
Mass. / Minneapolis-Honeywell Reg. 
Co., Minneapolis, Minn. / An informa
tion handling apparatus. 

3,029,415 / John A. Baldwin, Jr., 1\furray 
Hill, N. J. / Bell Telephone Lab., Inc., 
New York, N. Y. / A nondestructive 
memory circuit. 

3,029,416 / Ed~vanl A. Quacle, San Jose, 
Calif. / I.B.M. Corp., New York, N. Y. 
/ A high speed magnetic drum. 

April 17, 1962 
3,03(),019 / Kenneth L. Smith, South

ampton, Eng. / International Compu-

tel'S and Tabulators Lim., London, Eng
land / An electronic computing ma
chine. 

3,030,519 / Hewitt D. Crane, Palo Alto, 
Calif. / Burroughs Corp., Detroit, 
Mich. / A logical "and" circuit. 

3,030,520 / Hewitt D. Crane, Palo Alto, 
Calif. / Burroughs Corp., Detroit, 
Mich. / A logical "or" circuit. 

3,030,521 / William H. Lucke, Moorcs 
Lane, R.R. 3, Box 170, Clinton, Md. 
/ --- / A magnetic core binary 
counter. 

3,030,522 / Benjamin Fennick, River Edge, 
N. J. / The Bendix Corp., a corp. of 
Del. / A phase seIcctive diode gate cir-
cuit. ' 

3,030,609 / John C. Albrecht, Chathalll, 
N. J. / Bell Telephone LaiJ., JilL, :\el\' 
York, N. Y. / A data storage and re
trieval system. 

3,()30,610 / Robert K. Phillips, Philadel
phia, Pa., and Edward E. Clarke. Nel\' 
York, N. Y. / I.B.1\f. Corp., New York. 
N. Y. / A magnetic core circuit ar
rangement. 

3,030,GI3 / Philip A. Trout, Washingtoll, 
n. C. / U.S.A. as represented hy the 
Secretary of the Navy / A transistor
core flip-flop memory circuit. 

April 24, ·1962 
3,031,140 / Roderick A. Coopper, Hyde 

Park, N. Y. / I.B.M. Corp., New York, 
N. Y. / Parallel achIer. 

3,031,141 / Kikuo Oki anel Shigenohu 
Sato, Tokyo, Japan / Nippon Electric 
Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan / Elec
tronic root-locus computing device. 

3,031,584 / Robert A. Henle, Hyde Park, 
N. Y. / I.B.M. Corp., New York, N. Y. 
/ Logical circui ts using junction tran
sistors. 

3,()31,585 / William Ensign Frady, Palos 
Verdes Estates, Calif. / Thompson 
Ramo 'Vooldridge Inc., Cleveland, 
Ohio / Gating circuits for electronic 
computers. 

3,015,586 / John L. Anderson, Pough
keepsie, N. Y. / I.B.M. Corp., New York, 
N. Y. / Multipurpose superconductor 
computcr circuits. 

3,031,587 / Geoffrey Ord, Malvern 'VeIls, 
and Peter Lawley Lewis, Great Malvern, 
England / National Research Develop
ment Corp_, London, England / Two
state electronic circuits. 

3,031,588 / Manfred Hilsenrath, Los 
Gatos, Calif. / Lockheed Aircraft Corp., 
Burbank, Calif. / Low drift transis
torized gating circuit. 

3,031,648 / Harold E. Haber and Richard 
1\1. Clinehens, Dayton, Ohio / The Na
tional Cash Register Co., Dayton, Ohio, 
a corp. of Maryland / Magnetic data 
storage device. 

;\,031,649 / Chirstopher L. Snyder, Plain
field and Robert S. Straley, Franklin 
Park, N. J. / Indiana General Corp., a 
a corp. of Indiana / Matrix for com
puters. 

3,031,650 / Ralph J. Doerner, Redondo 
Beach, Calif. / Thompson Ramo ·Wool· 
clridge Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corp. 
of Ohio / Memory array searching sys
tem. 

ADVERTISING INDEX 
Following is the index of advertisements. Each item con
tains: Name and address of the advertiser / page number 
where the advertisement appears / name of agency if any. 

American Telephone & Telegraph Co., 195 Broadway, New 
York 7, N. Y. / Page 2 / N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc. 

Burroughs Corp., Detroit 32, Mich. / Page 9 / Campbell
Ewald Co. 

C~lifornia Computer Products, Inc., 8714 Cleta St., Dow
ney, Calif. / Page 3 / Hal Stebbins, Inc. 

Control Data Corp., 8100 34th Ave. South, Minneapolis 
20, Minn. / Page 48 / Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, 
Inc. 

Dialight Corp., 60 Stewart Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y. / 
Page 43 / H. ]. Gold Co. 

Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif. / Page 42 I 
Foote, Cone & Belding 

In terna tiona I Business Machines Corp., 590 Madison Ave., 
New York 22, N. Y. / Page 39 / Benton & Bowles, Inc. 
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Laboratory for Electronics, Inc., 305 Webster St., 
Monterey, Calif. / Page 35 / Fred L. Diefendorf Agency 

Litton Systems, Inc., Data Systems Div., 6700 Eton Ave., 
Canoga Park, Calif. / Page 47 / Compton Advertising, 
Inc. 

Litton Systems, Inc., Guidance & Control Systems Div., 
5500 Canoga Ave., Woodland Hills, Calif. / Page 11 / 
Compton Advertising, Inc. 

National Cash Register Co., Dayton 9, Ohio / Page 13 / 
McCann-Erickson, Inc. 

philco Corp., Computer Div., a Subsidiary of Ford Motor 
Co., 3900 Welsh Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. / Pages 44, 45 
/ Maxwell Associa tes, Inc. 

Reeves Soundcraft Corp., Great Pasture Rd., Danbury, 
Conn. / Page 5 / The Wexton Co., Inc. 

Standard Instrument Corp., 657 Broadway, New York 12, 
N. Y. / Page 41 / Richard-Lewis Corp. 
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ADVANCED AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS WITH FIRST-DAY CAPABILITY 

The needs of today's air defense 
sy~tems pose a problem that would 
have seemed insoluble ten short 
years ago. The problem of furnish
ing mixed-weapons command and 
control, with first-day capability, in 
a system that is portable to any 
place in the world. 

Here is how that problem has been 
solved through creative engineering 
utilizing a decade of industry prog
ress in tactical data systems. 

Systems already delivered by Litton 
to the military, or in the advanced 
state of development and produc
tion, include: Airborne Tactical 
Data Systems (AN I ASQ-54, AN I 
ASA-27) for the U.S. Navy, the 
!v[arine Corps Tactical Data System 
(AN/TYQ-I,AN/TYQ-2) for the 
U.S. Marine Corps, and the ANI 
FSG-I Retrofit Improvement Sys
tem (OA -3063 IFSG-I (V) ) for the 
U.S. Army. 

The first of these, the Airborne 
Tactical Data Systems, provides a 
capability for the mission of Air
borne Early Warning and Control 
( AEW & C) in defense of large land 
!passes, attack carrier task groups 
and other naval units. Both the AN I 

ASQ-54, installed in a land-based 
AEW & C aircraft, and the ANI 
ASA-27, installed in a carrier-based 
AEW & C aircraft, furnish early 
warning data on enemy raids to 
surface elements of an air defense 
network and provide airborne con
trol of interceptors. 

The second of these systems, the 
Marine Corps Tactical Data System 
(~1TDS ), fcatures capabilities for 
continuous and effective control of 
Combat Air Operations during an 
amphibious assault. Facilities are 
available for control of aircraft on 
missions such as close air support, 
reconnaissance, and interdiction 
and for air defense with mixed 
weapons, both ship-based and 
shore-based surface-to-air missiles 
and interceptors. An integral air 
traffic control system assists in initial 
and continuous identification of 
friendly aircraft. 

The third, the AN/FSG-I Retrofit 
Improvement System, significantly 
increases the counter-countermeas
ures capability of the AN/FSG-I 

,... ..... 

... ..... 

Missile Master System deployed 
within the Continental United 

States to furnish surface-to-air mis
sile battery coordination in the de
fense of large cities and industrial 
areas. 

Through the successful design, de
velopment and manufacture of sys
tcms for air defensc missions, Litton 
has demonstrated its capability to 
proceed with even further advanced 
data systems. Such systems are now 
under conception and development 
at Litton. 

Air defense systems that not only 
fulfill today's defense requirements 
but also defy obsolescence for years 
to come require engineering that is 
versatile, inventive, aggressive, and 
adaptable. This is the kind of en
gineering Litton expects from its 
people. If you are qualified to per
form engineering at this level, you 
are invited to write: H. E. Law', 
Litton Systems, Inc., Data Systems 
Division, 6700 Eton Avenue, Can
oga Park, California; or telephone 
DIamond 6-4040. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION 
LITTON SYSTEMS, INC . 

A DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES 

DATA HANDLING & DISPLAY SYSTEMS • COMPUTER SYSTEMS • MODULAR DISPERSED CONTROL SYSTEMS 
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NEW CONTROL DATA 924 COMPUTER 
Built for speed ... priced for economy 

The Control Data 924 is a medium-scale computer 
classed between the desk-size 160-A and large-scale 
1604-A computers. Field-proven reliability, performance, 
and design techniques of these two computers are in
corporated in the 924. 

The Control Data 924 is exceptionally adaptable to 
applications carried out in control and data reduction 
systems. For example, the 924 has an input-output rate 
of 2,400,000 bits/second. Where A-to-D and D-to-A 
equipments are used in these systems, the 24-bit word, 
length of the 924 is ideally suited. Internal speeds of the 
924 are extremely fast, and include both built-in multiply 
and divide. Average multiply time is 23.5 J1-S; average 
divide time is 32.9 J1-S; average add time is 9.2 J1-S. The. 
many other outstanding features of the 924.: are in
cluded below: 

SUMMARY OF FEATURES;; 
• Stored program, general purpose digital computer.' ".L 

• Parallel mode of operation. 
• 24-bit word length. 
• Single address logic, one instruction per word: 

G-bit operation code 
3-bit index designator 

IS-bit execution address 
• Six index registers. 
• Program interrupt. 
• Indirect addressing. 
• 8192 words of magnetic core storage (expandible to 16,384 or 

32,768 words): 
Independent 4096 word banks, alternately phased 
5.3 microseconds average effective cycle time 
1.8 microsecond access time 

• Versatile input/output facilities: capable of receiving or trans
mitting up to 2,400,000 bits per second: 
Three 48-bit buffer input channels 
Three 48-bit buffer output channels 
Both channels are completely buffered, compatible with all 
160-A and 1604-A computers and peripheral equipment such as 

card readers and punches, line printers, magnetic tape systems, 
and, when properly interfaced, A/D and D/A converters, tele
phone, microwave, telemetry, and special displays. 

• Binary arithmetic-Modulus 224-1 (one's complement, parallel 
addition in 1.2 microseconds without access). 

• Real-time clock. 
• Completely solid state, diode logic, transistor amplifiers, mag

netic core storage. 
• Small size (basic system requires less than 100 square feet). 

924 INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIPMENT 
Provided as standard equipment on the 924 console are the Control 
Data. 350 Paper Tape Reader and the Model 110 Teletype Paper 
Tape Punch. Optional Control Data input/output equipment avail
able for the 924 includes: the 161 Typewriter; the 165 Plotter; the 
166 BUffered Line Printer (medium speed); the 167 Card Reader; 
the 161P:A Control Unit for a Card Read/Punch System; the 1612 
Line Printer (high speed); and the 606 Magnetic Tape Transport 
which operates in conjunction with the 1615 Tape Synchronizer. 

PROGRAMMING FEATURES 
Sixty-four flexible instructions are available for programming the 
924 Computer ... including instructions for performing arithmetic, 
shift: .... transfer, logical search, indexing, jump, stop, and execute 

. operations. There are, however, features which provide even greater 
programming flexibility, as follows: 

.... Jump Instructions 
Search Instructions 
Masking Instructions 
Shift Instructions 
Scaling:. :-

Fault Condition 
Real-Time Clock 
Program Interrupt 
Buffer Operation 
External Function 

For additional information, write for publication No. BR-1 

8100 34th Avenue South, 
Minneapolis 20, 

Minnesota 

CONTROL DATA 
CORPORATION 

.! 

i . 


